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This thesis is about the mistreatment and miseducation of women during the seventeenth and the 
eighteenth-century in French literature. The idea is to convey to the readers what women had to 
go through when wanting to be further educated. It is about inequality of women during these 
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Growing up in Cameroon, I was the oldest of six kids.  My father was a pharmacist and 
my mother a nurse. School was very important in our household. At home, the children were 
exempt from all chores. My father provided a maid all year long, and we had tutors in almost 
every course we took at school. My father loved school more than anyone I have ever seen. 
Therefore, my siblings and I had one mission in mind: Education. Being the first born put a lot of 
pressure on me. Being a female made it even more extreme for me because in a country where 
most women aren’t valued as highly as men, I had something to prove: to my father, to myself, 
to my siblings, and to my society. This opportunity was a chance for me to influence and be a 
positive example for other women in my home town and in society around me.  
 In Africa, women’s education is secondary to men as well as it was in the time period I 
explore in my thesis, seventeenth and eighteenth-century Europe, where women were expected 
to be  homemakers and take care of the personal and sentimental needs of the family. Women 
were also expected to do house work such as gathering water, raising the children, sewing, and 
even walking miles to the nearest river to wash clothes for the family. Fortunately I had a father 
who believed differently and prided himself and his family on being well educated.  With an 
education, he stated, “no man can control you and they can never make you an ignorant woman 
because they can’t take the knowledge out of your mind.” He also knew that with an education 
came limitless opportunities. My father saw early on, advances happening with education and 
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modernization of the world around us. He did not want me to be ignorant to the changes, unable 
to adapt, and eventually be able to be controlled or deceived by that world.  
The reason why I chose Molière, Lafayette and Graffigny  is because  not only are they  
well-known in our modern literary society, they are also in some way, famous for shaping and 
paving the way for positive changes for women’s education. When reading their works, I became 
more and more excited because it was like getting a glimpse into the author’s life by reading 
their works. Some even had closely similar lives and situations as the heroines in which they 
wrote about. For example, Graffigny with her determination and her thirst for knowledge, closely 
related to Zilia; but the source with the most impact for me was Princesse de Clèves because it 
shows sheer genius of the female mind. Lafayette’s use of anonymity as well as writing in a style 
that isn’t gender-biased was astonishing. This allows the readers to get a clear picture and facts, 
by not focusing on the gender of the author; therefore, more attention can be paid to the real 
issue.  
I also chose these sources because of the outcome of each. It seems as if the turmoil and 
string of bad luck will never end for the heroines, but the light of education brightened the way 
so they could become free from their educational captures and become helpful to other women. 
Zilia becomes more educated than most French women. She even promises Déterville to teach 
him about virtue and how to live a simple life. She also starts a collection of books, which she 
loved so much and owns her own home. Agnès becomes smarter than Arnolphe and uses the 
philosophy and psychology of his own ‘Maximes de mariage’ against him, allowing her to find 
and marry her true love, therefore obtaining her independence.  
My journey started in Africa as Zilia started in the Incan society, Princesse de Clèves in a 
private remote area with her mother isolated from all, and Agnès in the convent. My journey 
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somehow is similar to these heroines in the fact that I was being taught but also isolated in some 
ways. I couldn’t go out and party like the other girls nor was I allowed to have any boyfriends. 
When I was in ‘classe de première’ (11th grade), one day, after class, my father was late picking 
me up from school, which was very unusual. So one of my classmates who lived in the same area 
as me, asked if we could walk home together. Without thinking, I said yes and that was a big 
mistake. I should have known better. When my father got news of my mishap from a nosy 
neighbor, I was severely punished for doing nothing; then he told me over and over again: 
“Focusing on boys will take focus from your education…men will come and go, when the right 
one comes along he will be one that is supportive of your education and not just trying to teach 
you worldly things…A woman’s’ looks can fade but a strong and solid education can never be 
taken from her internal mind”.  Until now, I have never understood the reason why I was so 
harshly ‘disciplined’, and why it happened so many  times; but I would never know the answer, 
because  where I am from, children and women do not ask questions; they silently accept their 
‘punishment’ without complaint. What my father felt was appropriate at the time, was a strict 
and sound education for the life that was chosen for me. Although I thought this was tedious and 
very overbearing mentally, I believed my father’s intentions were not malicious. In a culture in 
which my family and I lived, my father honestly thought that this was the best way to raise 
successful future adults. Nevertheless, because of him, I also found a silver lining within my 
education and the conditions in rules that were set for me, even though I felt they were unfair. I 
didn’t want my life chosen for me. As a teenager I wanted to be a normal girl and focus on my 
hair and clothes; what social gatherings were being held. My father felt these things were not 
important. Symbolically my father was like Princess de Cleves’s mother, and Arnolphe,   
because in some ways he tried to isolate me from society and my friends, mainly to hinder any 
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‘negative’ influence they would have on me. His rules, in my young mind, represented the 
‘Maximes’ Arnolphe put in place for Agnès. My father wanted me to learn only what he felt was 
important to him:  Educational things such as Mathematics, Science, Physics, Chemistry, and 
later on, Literature.    
Ironically, because of the approach my father took regarding my education, I found an 
opportunity to excel with it when coming to America. From ‘Lycée Polyvalent de Bonabéri’ in 
Cameroon to several college degrees in America, I began to realize what my father’s dream was. 
Although it wasn’t mine, the lifestyle that he accustomed me to, had several positive benefits and 
a long lasting impact on me.  Using the skills, education, and experiences I went through in 
Africa, I have obtained an Associate’s degree, a Bachelors degree, and am now pursuing my 
Master’s degree in Modern Language Arts at one of the most prestigious universities in the 
country (University of Mississippi).  
It was at this university, during   the spring of 2016, while I was taking Dr. Wellman’s 
Survey of French literature class that I fell in love with seventeenth and eighteenth-century.  Her 
profound knowledge for French literature, her caring, her patience, and her amazing ability to 
take something as complex as French literature, and simplified it for the liking of her students, 
made me want to know more. That’s why, during my quest to analyze and discuss the condition 
and lack of education of women during the seventeenth and seventeenth centuries, I came across 
several sources that would have been viable and would suffice on creating my thesis. After 
paging through Lafayette, Molière, Graffigny, Marivaux, Diderot, and Rousseau, I decided to 
choose the first three.  
  The reason why I chose these three courageous, determined, and fearless young women 
(Agnès, Princesse de Clèves and Zilia), is   because not only could I relate, they give three 
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different yet accurate simulations and descriptions of what women during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth-century had to endure; not only while trying to pursue an education, but living in the 
daily male dominated society. A society, just like my country (Cameroon), in which the 
importance of women is rated way below any man. Women, until activist feminist authors started 
the venture towards change, were considered vessels for the pleasing, maintaining, and 
satisfaction of the male perspective. 
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INTRODUCTION: THE STRUGGLE AND JOURNEY OF WOMEN’S EDUCATION-17TH 
AND 18TH CENTURY 
Even though the seventeenth and eighteenth-century were opposed to each other because 
of different philosophies, ideas, and ideologies, one thing that remained the same was the 
concern for the education of women.  In these two centuries, one could not admit that women 
were equal to men in any position in society. Women have been always held to different and 
lesser standards. They have always been the group who should stay busy but quiet. They should 
work and take care of family duties but not be heard. In fact they were expected to not have 
opinions about anything of importance; such as politics and literary discussions.  The struggle to 
gain better treatment amongst society and to gain an education beyond the basics of morals and 
virtue has always been a hurdle for women. During the period of Classicism, women’s access to 
education was limited, although many men and women fought for it: 
The case for women’s access to knowledge and culture had many adherents by the late 
seventeenth-century but it was to be another two hundred years before lycées (grammar 
schools) were opened to girls in 1880. Taking up the cause, eighteenth-century French 
women struggled to move out of the shadow of influential male opinion, but were 
overtaken in their aspirations by the dramatic intellectual, cultural and political changes 
of the revolutionary period... Barred from the secondary schools, colleges and 
universities which had been designed for boys, girls rarely had access to classical
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 languages and literatures and, consequently, to the higher levels of learning to which Latin held 
the key (Taylor and Knott 243-244).  
Here we can see that the best education was intended for young boys while young girls were not 
even allowed to learn the simple basics. To support this significant argument, Margaret Darrow 
in her article, explains that because of the constant lack of knowledge based on education of 
women, she decides to find out what was the hidden cause of such ignorance. Her quest took her 
to the ‘Musée Nationale de L’Education’s collecton , where she discovers forty primary- school 
pupils’ note books from the  period between 1882 and 1910.  After a   thorough examination of 
these old textbooks on ‘civic and moral instruction’, she found an interesting author named 
Linda Clark who, in her comprehensive study of elementary textbooks for girls, states: 
            While the goal of French public education for boys may have been to produce future 
soldiers, for girls it was to inculcate domesticity.  Although some textbooks envisioned 
future for girls in the labor force, the overwhelming lesson was that all girls were to 
become wives and mothers, housekeepers and child rearers. And civics instructions 
provide no exception to this rule.  Whenever textbooks published lesson plans, or 
teachers outlined the civic duties of girls and women, they turned out to be domestic ones 
shined up with the patriotic gloss. A French woman’s patriotism was to produce and care 
for patriotic French men (Darrow 265-266).   
Even though this quotation describes a later period than the period we are working on, we can 
see that the pattern is the same.  Even after the 17
th
 century, this pattern of disappointment 
continues and still continues today.  Girls are suppressed by the same system, which was 
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supposed to protect them, and help them grow into responsible adults. Instead it was determined 
to turn them into a selective class of illiterate women, incapable of doing anything for 
themselves, therefore, remain forever dependant. However, despite all the hardships, some 
extraordinaire female protagonists (the Princesse de Clèves, Agnès, and Zilia) provided models 
of overcoming the barriers of the limited lifestyle they were forced to endure. 
Although progress was made, it was long before the changes were openly accepted and 
available for all women. Until then, it was up to our three heroine’s authors: Molière, Lafayette, 
Graffigny and many more, to make sure knowledge was available for women who wanted to 
learn. Salons and other social gatherings were held where women could receive knowledge 
outside of romance poetry and novels. Some men made this exceptionally hard; especially those 
with power and academic influence.  Men like Louis XIV pushed back the opportunities for 
women to excel with their chauvinistic biased view of what women were and were meant for; but 
during the entrance to the Age of Enlightenment people began to feel confident in the expression 
of opinions and the opportunity to learn new things; although one part of the people would still 
be left behind on the learning curve: women. Although this bias presented itself, a few of these 
women refused to be left behind and ignorant to the changes that were happening around them. 
Female and male authors and salonières alike began to emerge and compose literature that would 
change society as a whole, and the way it viewed females in the educational arena.  
During the seventeenth-century and the reign of King Louis XIV, everyone, especially 
women felt the suppression of the hard fisted rule of the king.  He was a dictator and only 
allowed his people to learn and follow rules of his choosing. There was no independent or 
communal agreement of the laws; only what he decided was in his best interest.  In the 
Seventeenth-century, there was a drape of darkness on political and educational freedom because 
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everyone was afraid to challenge or disobey the king’s rules. This way of life persisted until the 
death of the King. When he died during the seventeenth-century, it was as if the chains were 
broken on limitations of the mind and ideas, personal opinions, literature, and life itself had 
started to look more hopeful and inspiring. People actually celebrated because they could finally 
write and express themselves freely without persecution from a tyrant King.  This King was a 
difficult ruler, in many ways; his death   was the birth of freedom in thinking and the attempt and 
small victories of women writing their way onto the scene of the literary world; or at least trying 
to. 
 After Louis XIV died, new changes came about that ushered education and literature to 
new heights; at least for men; because women were still not looked at as equal and they most 
certainly were not looked at as worthy enough to obtain an education. Take for instance 18th 
century France,  the Age of Enlightenment; a phase where most authors stood against status quo, 
monarchy,  politics; against the  laws, standards, and ideas from  classicism. During this whole of 
literary rise and age of new ideas, women were still hesitantly accepted within the inner circle of 
Enlightenment and expressions of ideas.  In Women’s Education in Early Modern Europe: To 
Educate or Instruct?  Colleen Fitzgerald presents opposing opinions from two different male 
writers, Jacques Du Bosc and François Fénelon who both gave their views concerning the place 
of women in seventeenth-century in France. On one hand, we have Du Bosc who did not believe 
in “reshaping women’s place in society. He was essentially concerned with women’s interior 
life. In his writings, he neither specified particulars actions nor gave instructions, but assumed 
that his readers were capable of drawing their own conclusions and incorporating them into their 
lives” (Fitzgerald 160).  Du Bosc rather focused on the daily and domestic role in the lives of 
women and wrote in a way that would allow the reader to make up their own mind, especially 
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when it came to women’s values and abilities in a society. By not putting himself on any 
particular side or giving any particular bias to support or oppose, or placing women in a specific 
characterization, Du Bosc refused to let prejudice take center stage. He also wanted the readers 
to be capable of drawing their own conclusions and incorporating them if possible into their own 
lives.  From his writings we can see that he was not  really concerned with women’s education; 
he was  in a way indifferent  and his  lack of concern  with whether women  should be  educated 
or not also allows the reader  to see that he  did not feel it was important for women to have an 
education. And on the other hand, we have Fénelon, who rejects the idea of his readers making 
their own mind, pointed out the fact that “A woman needed to know only enough to perform her 
allotted functions. In her reading and other matters of education she would be subject to her 
confessor. She was not a dévote, a mystic, or a scholar, but a Christian of simple and sound 
belief. She should not question her status or the duties that fell to her” (160). Also, to emphasize 
the weakness and the “natural” inferiority of women, in his book entitled Traité de l’éducation 
des filles, Fénelon who has always had a more open position than Du Bosc on women’s 
education states: 
  Il est vrai qu'il faut craindre de faire des savantes ridicules. Les femmes ont d'ordinaire 
l'esprit encore plus faible et plus curieux que les hommes; aussi n'est-il point à propos de 
les engager dans des études dont elles pourraient s'entêter. Elles ne doivent ni gouverner 
l'Etat, ni faire la guerre, ni entrer dans le ministère des choses sacrées; ainsi elles peuvent 
se passer de certaines connaissances étendues, qui appartiennent à la politique, à l'art 
militaire, à la jurisprudence, à la philosophie et à la théologie. La plupart même des arts 
mécaniques ne leur conviennent pas: elles sont faites pour des exercices modérés. Leur 
corps aussi bien que leur esprit, est moins fort et moins robuste que celui des hommes; en 
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revanche, la nature leur a donné en partage l'industrie, la propreté et l'économie, pour les 
occuper tranquillement dans leurs maisons (Fénelon 2). 
Once again here we see Fénelon who thinks it is ridiculous to pretend that a woman could be as 
smart or as strong as a man. For him, a woman is and always will be the ‘weaker sex’. Women 
should not engage in studies that may be too difficult for them to comprehend. Therefore, they 
are incapable of being resourceful in the subjects of philosophy, politics, and religion. Fénelon 
also believes that because of the weakness of the woman’s bodies and mind, she is not strong 
enough to work outside of the home. Her place is at home where she should be more 
comfortable. 
In the seventeenth-century, women practically had no voice, no political say, no religious 
choice, and definitely no control over the financial affairs.  They did not even have a chance to 
express themselves freely, or to overpower the many obstacles thrown at them by the society that 
was meant to protect them. They were trapped in so many laws that it was almost impossible for 
them to thrive, because those ‘supposed laws’ were written by the same men who were 
oppressing them; and that’s why James Collins in his article Economic Role of Women in 
Seventeenth- century France, pointed to the fact that “Women faced severe (and worsening) 
institutional restrictions in most aspects of 17
th
 century France. Because women had greater real 
than theoretical power, their roles in society are often hidden by documents that focus on 
behavior congruent with established theoretical norms (such as laws)” (Collins 439).   He also 
shows how society and laws tried to blind themselves to the fact that women were intelligent. 
They used literature of natural order to explain or do away with the fact that it is because of their 
belittling cultural environment that women were suppressed educationally and behind on the 
learning curve. While reading this quote, one cannot help but  wonder if men somehow felt  
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threatened by  women at the time;  if not , why do they have to rely  on the government to write a 
set of  laws  in order to conceal the power of women? Why hide behind laws when women are 
the ones that are considered the minority, the lower class? This just shows how most men in the 
seventeenth-century, did go to great lengths to further the complete annihilation of women’s 
abilities and rights.  
   In the seventeenth and eighteenth-century, even though women were presented with a lot 
of opposition, with their determination and self-education, many women thrived. They also took 
a stance against the ideal view of the Enlightenment period and how it helped and hindered them. 
During this time many men discussed ideas of new moral values and political reform. Women 
had the same opinions and feelings but their ideas were not considered as important as men’s, 
because this would mean treating women as equal and recognizing their ability to participate in 
male dominated subjects. 
During the eighteenth-century, models of femininity and masculinity which were 
characteristic of ancient régime thought and society were reshaped across Europe in 
many complex and sometimes contradictory ways, by cultural changes and related social 
and political transformations… However, Enlightenment women, while sharing many of 
those ideals and aspirations, very often opposed definitions of women’s ‘nature’ and 
social roles, and used enlightened arguments to create their own version. As a 
consequence of that, but also of the variety of ideological positions within the 
Enlightenment, the newly defined feminine identities were far from homogeneous: they 
were created and discussed in a climate of controversy which frequently cut across 
ideological boundaries (Peruga and Deusa 184-185). 
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We can all agree that the eighteenth-century was all about change and freedom of thinking.  As 
we said earlier, people were tired of being told what to do by the church and by traditional 
authorities.  They wanted to think for themselves. Women begin to revolt against the idea that 
their place was in the kitchen, and that God created them to serve men. In the 18
th
 century, 
women relied more and more on the Enlightenment movement to express their points of view but 
it was not as easy as they thought. In a society, when many people gather together in 
organizations or in meetings, everyone will have different opinions and different positions on 
things, and sometimes controversies emerge.  From this quote, we can say that women at the 
time,  were unleashed because they knew that for them to overcome   any bias or road block 
threw at them by society,  they have to be the ones fighting for their rights, especially their most 
important right: education  regardless  if they cross boundaries or not.  
Although most men opposed women getting an education, there were several that felt 
women would improve and also influence greatly the educational, philosophical, and literary 
world. According to Fitzgerald, this debate over women’s place in society took on a different 
form in early modern Europe. 
 The querelle des femmes is a convenient rubric that incorporates all aspects of the debate 
concerning the status, ability, and value of women in early modern Europe. The tradition 
and format of the querelle was that of rhetoric, and in the early part of the 17
th
 century, it 
was preoccupied with a reassessment of older arguments.  The sources for the three 
stances represented in the debate: the superiority of men, the superiority of women, and 
the equality of men and women were the same: biblical, classical and philosophical texts. 
Both the rhetoric and the debate as a purely intellectual exercise were being challenged 
by pragmatic realities (Fitzgerald 159). 
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During the “querelle des femmes”, the biggest argument was the underlying role of women in 
society. Although women agreed that changes needed to be done in order to improve their 
conditions, not everyone agrees with the ideas. Aristocratic members desperately held on to the 
fact that woman’s place in  society needed to be at home, but were faced with some new 
oppositions that believe that a woman occupies a very crucial place in society, and they should 
be treated equal with men.  
And that’s why in the same wave of change, Taylor and Knott mentioned in their book 
that:  
In the course of the seventeenth century, the notion of the ‘equality of the sexes’ became 
part of the vocabulary of many educated Europeans, especially in France, and probably 
elsewhere as well. While mainstream educated opinion continued to take male 
domination in all walks of life for granted, there was a – perhaps increasing – number of 
men and women who refused to accept is as a ‘natural’ or ‘divine’ ordering of the world 
(Taylor and Knott 371).  
By agreeing that women were made to remain ignorant because of ignorant laws of the 
land, and not because of a “natural” inferiority, a gateway of intellectual, political, and religious 
discussions were now open. Men were beginning to think rationally and see that women had 
validity in the influence of society and education.   They were to see the beneficial aspects of 
women becoming involved in education.  More and more, we begin to see increasing support of 
positive changes towards women’s education and the ability to be an active part of society when 
they paved roads that would empower them and change society’s views of them.  
Many male opinions changed shortly after the reign of certain queens in this era. After 
the rule of Elizabeth I, the question of the querelle became, how were women to be educated; not 
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about religion or philosophy, or Salic law which was the worst rule of all against women in 
authority because: “It plays an important role in the rules governing royal succession; 
specifically, it was used in the rule barring women from inheriting the throne… The Salic Law 
was used in this context in France up until 1883” (Snell).  But now, after the reign of Queen 
Elisabeth I, it was now proven that women could be successful rulers of entire kingdoms and 
countries. Male authors and philosophers such as François Poulain who once was connected to 
the seventeenth century women salonièeres, argued: 
 Women’s inferiority is cultural, not natural. Poulain did not suggest that all women 
would benefit from intellectual study, but neither did he suggest that all men would 
either. His thesis simply proposes the equal rights of both sexes to intellectual pursuits 
and, potentially, equal access to the professions. Using rational arguments, Poulain 
opened up the field of intellectual discovery to women and suggested a simpler and more 
effective method of study, based on Descartes, from which both sexes would benefit 
(Taylor and Knott 244-245).  
Poulain here discarded the idea that one could even suggest that the inferiority of women is due 
to the effect of nature. To further his argument, Poulain also suggests that:  
 Women were mentally and physically as capable as men at exercising all the leadership 
positions from which they had been traditionally excluded, including those of professors, 
judges, and even ecclesiastical offices reserved for men…They should be allowed access 
to exactly the same educational opportunities as men and should then be allowed to 
compete equally for all civil and ecclesiastical offices. The equality or otherwise of men 




 We can see that Poulain is a big advocate of women’s emancipation; he wanted all women to 
thrive and reach their full potential, and enough of the endless household chores and uneducated 
life, and that’s the main reason why in his article entitled  De l’égalité des deux sexes, he 
vigorously defends the inequality of women in this statement: 
 Les Femmes même s’accordent à dire qu’elles n’ont point de part aux Sciences ni aux 
Emplois, parce qu’elles n’en sont pas capables ; qu’elles ont moins d’esprit que les 
hommes, et qu’elles leur doivent être inférieures en tout comme elles sont. Après avoir 
examiné cette Opinion, suivant la règle de vérité, qui est de n’admettre rien pour vrai qui 
ne soit appuyé sur des idées claires et distinctes ; d’un côté elle a paru fausse, et fondée 
sur un Préjugé, et sur une tradition populaire ; et de l’autre, on a trouvé que les deux 
Sexes sont égaux ; c’est-à-dire, que les femmes sont aussi nobles, aussi parfaites, et aussi 
capables que les hommes. Cela ne peut être établi qu’en réfutant deux sortes 
d’adversaires, le vulgaire, et presque tous les savants (Poulain 5-6).   
This is evident that culture, not nature, allowed women to feel as lesser and weaker beings than 
men; so they begin to think of themselves as lesser and weaker. We can clearly see that Poulain 
does not want them to fall in the trap of society by feeling sorry for themselves, also by believing 
that nothing could be done to reverse their tragic situation.  He wants them to feel confident, to 
believe in themselves and to know that they are equal to men in every capacity and there is 
nothing that they cannot achieve if they put their mind to it. Surely in the seventeenth century, 
this type of thinking was highly controversial. Women were made to believe by society that they 
weren’t smart enough to learn. For centuries women lived in educational darkness and they did 
not know that there was a better way of life “women were reduced to the inferior roles to which 
they had become accustomed” (Clarke).  Because of authors like Poulain and others, the world 
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and society in general had another way of looking at things. Male authors had finally started 
voicing a positive and supportive role of women and education as well as treatment of women. 
This could sway some readers, especially men; who only saw one perspective (which was that of 
women continuing to be ignorant and not being allowed to learn).  
Some feminists actually believed that the soul is neither male nor female; therefore not having 
any restriction as to what physical bodies should be allowed or hindered to receive education:  
In their critique of masculinist thought feminist authors, women and men alike, freely 
borrowed from philosophy, theology, history, literature, and mythology. Some did so in a 
rather eclectic fashion, but others sought to set forth a systematic theoretical argument. 
The notion that the soul or the mind ‘has no sex’ could be taken from major strands in 
Christian theology, as well as Platonic and Stoic philosophy, and later from Descartes 
(Taylor and Knott 371).  
During a time where religion was questioned and even challenged by those of the Enlightenment 
period, the argument was becoming more favorable for the motion to have women play a larger 
role in society and mainly education. Women could offer a different view point and aspects. 
Women also had many different experiences in which they could discuss subjects like literature, 
economy, and religion. Some believed that women’s place was irrelevant given the fact that they 
were the ‘weaker sex’, and other argued that women should participate in all intellectual debate 
to advance society in a positive direction.  
With time, women yearned to learn more than what the educational prisons of their four 
walls provided.  Thus, allowing them to become free from geographical and educational 
restraints to explore and become independent in the world they lived in for so long but were 
blind to. In her correspondence to her friend the Abbé  Galiani, the salonière Madame d’Epinay ,   
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critiqued a book by  Antoine Léonard  Thomas Sur le caractère, les moeurs et l’esprit des 
femmes (1772):  “It treats, in great detail, the history of famous women of all types. It discusses, 
dryly, what these women have in them of nature, of society and of education. And, trying to 
show them as they are, he attributes to nature what is so evidently due to education and social 
institutions” (Perugia and Deusa 184). Even when supposedly writing in favor of women, Epinay 
sums up Thomas’s work as a discredit for women. He doesn’t give positive views of the exact 
things women contribute to education. Mme Epinay is almost disgusted in the way he 
generalizes about women and saying that the ignorance they have obtained from love makes 
them sensitive and not having a clear enough mind state to learn things of such intellect because 
of love. In other words, Thomas goes back to the idea that gender is the reason for intellectual 
differences between men and women. 
  In putting to herself the question of women, she bases it on a diversity of characters and 
situations and on her own experience, confident that women, or at least some of them, are 
capable of contributing intellectually and socially far more than Thomas’s book would 
acknowledge. Perceiving what she calls the ‘sterility’ of Thomas’s thinking, she 
undermines the ‘unchanging nature of things’ which, according to Thomas, decides the 
situation of women and which is at the heart of eighteenth-century discussions of gender 
(Perugia and Deusa 185-186). 
 This was an insult because Thomas was writing a thesis on why he felt women were not as 
prevalent in the educational arena; the statements he made diminished the intellectual attributes 
and then blamed it on them being sensitive and susceptible to love. Thomas’ work offended 
Mme d’ Epinay because when he did give even the slightest of praise it was to go back to the 
nature of women. Thomas didn’t admit or even acknowledge that it was the structure of society 
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and educational institutes that played a major role in hindering women from furthering their 
educations.  Just as many other males before him, not taking any responsibility or blame for their 
part in preventing women from learning and any future opportunities for education because of 
their societal structures, laws, and closed minded aristocratic with old-fashioned views.  
In the seventeenth and eighteenth-century, women were so hungry for knowledge they 
would be willing to take the criticism that came along with trying to enter a dominant male 
arena. Literature, politics, and especially philosophy, were taboo and off limits for women. 
Although there is proof that they played an active role in influencing some of the very same 
works they were kept distant from.  In the words of Michele le Doeuff, “a woman can be trusted 
to perpetuate the words of The Great Discourse; she will add none of her own… Who better than 
a woman to show respect, fidelity, and remembrance” (Rée 641).  According to Jonathan Rée, 
women were intelligent enough to understand philosophy and its importance. They knew that the 
knowledge would be helpful and very pertinent to the teaching of society as a whole. Their only 
discord was that women were not allowed or even looked upon as intelligent enough to obtain 
and comprehend the knowledge. Therefore, they played whatever role they could as to gain the 
knowledge of the very works they helped to preserve. Women Philosophers and the Canon of 
Jonathan Rée is an analyzed article on not only the influence women had in preserving 
philosophy and its teachings, but how unappreciated they were for having done so. In this article, 
Rée explains how the cultural isolation and degradation of women have persisted for many 
centuries and in many cultures long before the seventeenth and eighteenth-century. It would 
seem that all men from birth were culturally taught that women were lesser, more ignorant, and 
less capable in all areas of learning, especially philosophy. Philosophy was thought of as the 
subject that only men could dominate or understand because it was so deep and profound.  In the 
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Age of Enlightenment, amongst other subjects such as science, literature, philosophy, politics, 
and religion were discussed amongst the greatest yet biased philosophers of the seventeenth 
century. Philosophy was sometimes used as a tool to predict and solve problems. Taking into 
consideration the sources read and analyzed on this subject, men didn’t possibly feel women 
could be capable of grasping hold to the concept of something as great.  
Of all the intellectual disciplines, none appeared more blatantly and unremittingly sexist 
than Philosophy. From the homoerotism of ancient Greece, through the manly 
virtuousness of Rome, to the latinate priestliness of medieval and renaissance universities 
and the professionalized careerism of the twentieth – century academy,  the entire 
philosophical tradition seemed to function like a male club expressly designed to keep 
women out (Rée 641).   
Gathered from the opinions given by men in these analyses, women weren’t born with the 
capacity of brain power to begin to grasp subjects of religion. Women proved to be greater than 
what was expected of them and even contributed to literature, philosophy, and science. Women 
like  Madame Du Châtelet helped  Voltaire to translate a book  entitled : Éléments de la 
philosophie de Newton mis à la porté de tout le monde. Women have been a constant presence in 
the educational world long before and after men decided to give them credit. The truth is, that’s 
why a few male influential figures during these times actually felt some compulsion to give 
women credit and admit that women had some if not much more influence than males when it 
came to matters of education. These handfuls of male figures were the small hope and push for 
women, and they also helped to bring forth the ushering of women’s importance and influence in 
the male dominated society. Also women writers, through their works and teachings, in different 
cultures of the seventeenth century finally felt a voice and an opportunity to change their lives. 
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Not just their daily structures and roles within the home, but their educational influence in the 
society in which they lived.   
The educational trajectories of the three female protagonists discussed in my thesis 
(Agnès, La Princesse de Clèves, and Zilia) are similar in that they were kept in very secluded 
conditions which early on hindered them; but later proved to be useful to them. They were kept 
in isolation in hopes that this would keep them ignorant and not succumb to the ways of the 
world, as a form of teaching them things their parents, lovers, or society deemed appropriate. By 
doing this, their internal instincts and desire to learn were so suppressed. However, all it took 
was one small amount of education to get them eager to move forward. Thus, I wanted to further 
explore the conditions and environments that made these three young protagonists so resilient 
and bold.  My thesis will discuss these three women, who go on to shatter any stereotypically 
biased views. These three heroines would eventually outshine the influence that some male 
authors had during these times. Molière’s  L’Ècole des Femmes ( 1662), La Fayette’s  La 
Princesse de Clèves( 1678) , and Graffigny’s Lettres d’une Péruvienne (1747) give three 
intensely detailed accounts of three totally different women who were eager to learn and 
determined not to let anything stop them from reaching their ultimate goal. In this thesis, we will 
also see how these three authors: Molière, Lafayette, and Graffigny, despite many obstacles and 
hurdles, will change forever the lives of their female protagonists, while contributing and paving 
the way for positive changes and exposure for women’s education.
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CHAPTER 1: FROM IGNORANCE TO LOVE AND EDUCATION 
« L'amour aime surtout les secrètes faveurs, dans l'obstacle qu'on force il trouve des douceurs, et 
le moindre entretien de la beauté qu'on aime, lorsqu'il est défendu, devient grâce suprême » 
( Les Fâcheux 1661). 
 
 Jean Baptiste Poquelin, also known as Molière, was born on January 15, 1622 to parents 
who were not wealthy but had connections. His father, whom he was named after, was a famous 
furniture maker to the king. With this advantage, his parents could afford him a good education. 
He attended College de Clermont, where he excelled and also became knowledgeable in Latin 
and Greek. Later, Molière obtained his law degree with high honors. Although he had a law 
degree he did not want to pursue legal avenues or his father’s furniture making business. 
(Bermel).  
Around 1643, Molière started a theater company, with the family of his mistress, 
Madeleine Béjart. His first year performing in Paris was not successful. He had just entered the 
arena of theater and hadn’t much experience in acting or writing. By the years 1646-58, Molière 
perfected his skills in writing, directing, and acting and quickly rose to fame and notoriety. The 
first play that caused his career to soar was Les Précieuses Ridicules (1659), which made him the 
most famous and well known comedic author of his time. He also wrote L’École des femmes 
(1662), Tartuffe (1664), Les Femmes Savantes (1672) and many more. With that much success, 
Molière and his associates became the personal entertainers for Louis XIV
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Molière married and had one child by his young nineteen year old wife. Although his 
marriage had constant ups and downs, his theatrical career still soared. Even after Molière 
became sick in the late 1660’s with lung disease, he still continued to manage, direct, and write 
his own plays. Moliere’s plays show the use of many writing styles. He uses rhymes, satire, 
drama, and comedy, sometimes all in one, to write plays that still influence theatrical works and 
stories today. After Moliere’s death, Louis XIV linked his theater with a competitor’s theatre to 
create La Maison de Molière. This theater brought back to life his plays long after he was gone 
(Bermel).   
Molière was not afraid to take on controversial or taboo issues such as hypocrisy within 
religious or political institutions. Because most of his comedies were attacks on the Church for 
their closed minded and aristocratic ways of life, after his death, Molière was entered into the 
Church’s cemetery but wasn’t given a proper burial.  It was the Church’s’ statement to insinuate 
that although he was of that religion, he was not acknowledged by the church, mainly because of 
his anti religious plays and theatrical comedies that made the Church look bad in the public eye. 
Another controversial subject that Molière took on in many of his plays was women’s education. 
In this chapter we will analyze women’s education as it is represented in  L’École des femmes, a 
comedy by Molière in five acts that was staged for the first time in 1662. In the seventeenth 
century, under classicism, tragedy was the most respected theatrical genre; but Molière wanted to 
raise comedy to the same level as tragedy, and with L’École des femmes, he tries to launch a 
classical comedy. He wanted a comedy that deals not only with comic subjects but also with 
important subjects as the moral education of women or marriage. L’École des femmes  is a 
comedy that is written in Alexandrine, typically used in tragedies. Molière took much less liberty 
with the alexandrine than Corneille, 'the king' of tragedy. The play took place in a town square, 
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respecting the rule of the unity of place. Among the subjects of this play are the status of women 
in the seventeenth century society, especially the education of women and also the practice of 
forced marriages. In the seventeenth century, marriage was not based on love. It was most 
frequently a financial decision. Women were excluded from the formal education academies. 
Most of the time, the parents chose the respective spouses for their daughters because they had 
no right to speak for themselves. In my analysis, I will discuss the pedagogical philosophy that 
shapes the main female character Agnès’ education.  In  L’École des femmes, Arnolphe also 
known as Monsieur de la Souche, is a mature man of 42 years who would like to marry one day, 
but is too afraid of being deceived by a woman. For that reason, he decided to marry Agnès, a 
young girl brought up in ignorance, and confined in a convent since the age of four, hoping that 
she will be too ignorant to be unfaithful to him. One day Agnès met a young man name Horace 
and they immediately fall in love. Later on, he confides in Arnolphe while ignoring that 
Arnolphe is the guardian of Agnès.  For fear of losing her, Arnolphe then decides to marry 
Agnès as soon as possible. To make sure that she understands her place in a   marriage, he 
decided to make her read “les Maximes du Mariage”, which were, according to Arnolphe, the 
‘rules’ any women should listen to before marriage. This scheme did not work well for him. 
Agnès because of her love for Horace, gained more confidence in herself, and was able to 
challenge the authority of the man who once groomed her to be his wife. At the end, in an 
unbelievable turn of events, the two lovers (Horace and Agnès) finally united their destinies, to 
the great despair of the ex-guardian. 
Although   L'École des Femmes is centered on Agnès and her education, she is absent 
from the play’s first two scenes, left in silence. As the play opens, we meet Arnolphe, a rather 
controversial character. The absence of Agnès symbolizes her isolation, like her childhood 
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enclosed in a convent. Her absence also doubles down the isolation she lived during the first 
years of her life. It is then that in the third scene, the reader is somewhat surprised at the sudden 
appearance of Agnès. This apparition is presented to us because Arnolphe after an absence of ten 
days, finally decides to go home and visit Agnès, who, after her long stay in a convent since the 
age of four, is now living in isolation in a house supervised by a valet named Alain and a peasant 
woman named Georgette, who were chosen by Arnolphe because they are “simples d’esprit”. 
The simplicity of these characters is expressed by Molière’s use of comique de geste.  When 
Arnolphe arrives at Agnès’s house, Alain and Georgette do not want to open the door. Finally 
Arnolphe succeed in convincing them by saying that he was going to deprive them of food: 
“Quiconque de vous deux n’ouvrira pas la porte, n’aura point à manger de plus de quatre jours” 
(35). After promising his servants that starvation will the consequences of their behavior, they 
finally give in to the threat and decide to open the door. Here we see that Arnolphe threatens his 
servants with great contempt. He believes that he is superior to them, and this impression of 
superiority manifests itself in his very impolite treatment towards them. For his own gain, he 
would do well to listen to them a little more because they live with Agnès and they know what is 
going on in her life, while Arnolphe has an idealized vision of what Agnès's life and her 
education should be. He is ignorant of the fact that his servants know much more about Agnès 
than he. Even if they are not educated in the traditional sense, at the same time they see the world 
more clearly than he does. Even if Alain and Georgette are laughable, they still participate in the 
education of Arnolphe if he was willing to listen to them.  
When Agnès appears for the first time, she is in the midst of her housework, making 
herself some bonnets (cornettes). This is exactly what Arnolphe wants to see, and what her 
convent education prepared her for. Cornette normally represents the bonnet, but in this specific 
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case, we have what is called le comique des mots; here, the term corne  is a reference to the horns 
of the man who is ‘cocu’, the nightmare of Arnolphe. In this conversation between Agnès and 
Arnolphe, we also notice that he speaks much more, and Agnès answers with short sentences; 
sometimes she passes from silence to few words. Perhaps this shyness of Agnès comes from the 
fact that she spent all her youth locked up in a house by a man whom she considers an 
authoritarian figure, like a father. At the beginning, to make his trickery work, Arnolphe 
appeared as a father to Agnès. We have this paternal aspect of education and we can think that 
this is how Agnès sees Arnolphe because he is much older than her. Thus, when facing   
Arnolphe, Agnès, feels vulnerable and powerless before him. Abandoned by her mother at the 
age of four because of extreme poverty, she was adopted by Arnolphe. She was confined in a 
convent, and then imprisoned in a house guarded by servants who according to Arnolphe, are: 
‘simples d’esprit’:“dans un petit couvent, loin de toute pratique, je la fis élever selon ma 
politique,… pour la rendre idiote autant qu’il se pourrait” (31).  Here, we see that Arnolphe is 
boasting of having made Agnès an 'idiote' because he knows that after all this time of isolation, 
she will have no choice but to be at his mercy. 
Unlike Agnès, Arnolphe appears in almost all scenes. Arnolphe, as we have said before, 
is a ‘bourgeois’, and an authoritative personage. He would like to be happily married, but he is 
afraid of being deceived by a woman, to the point of being obsessed.  For fear of being ‘cocu’, he 
decided to adopt a four-year-old girl, send her to the convent to raise her in ignorance, and marry 
her later, at the appropriate time. In order to fulfill his mission, he decided to change his name to 
the more aristocratic one of "M. de La Souche"; here, the name 'Arnolphe' refers to the patron 
saint of the cuckolded’ husbands, while ‘Souche’ means the end of a dead tree. Arnolphe’s friend 
Chrysalde, a much more reasonable man, ask him to explain his reasons for adopting this name: 
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Qui diable vous a fait aussi vous aviser 
A quarante et deux ans de vous débaptiser 
Et d’un vieux tronc pourri de votre métairie 
 Vous faire dans le monde un nom de seigneurie (32). 
   
Chrysalde ironically, would like to know why at his friend decided to change his identity or 
adopt the name of a dead tree. But it is then that Arnolphe tells him that the name 'Souche' has 
another meaning; it refers to its distant origins, and then there is also the fact that the articulate 
'de' in this name indicates the nobility. With this new identity, Arnolphe suddenly feels happy 
and invincible:  
Outre que la maison par ce nom se connaît 
La Souche, plus qu’Arnolphe, à mes oreilles plaît (33). 
 Arnolphe here explains to his friend that he prefers the name ‘Souche’ because this name has 
more value. With this new name, Arnolphe has the impression that the whole world belongs to 
him. In the seventeenth-century, the rich ‘bourgeois’ could buy the ‘articules’ to add to their 
names, they were able to buy their nobility. So, we see that M. de la Souche (Arnolphe) has 
ambitions. He wants to be the founder of a noble family. Here we have the  comique des mots 
because the name M. de la Souche is a play on words and Molière plays on the multiple 
meanings of this word. 
 Arnolphe takes advantage of the isolation and the vulnerability of Agnès in order to 
possess her. He sees in her only a property and not a woman. For Arnolphe, knowledge is very 
powerful and for this reason he wants to deprive Agnès of knowledge. It is thus that the frequent 
use of monologues in this play gives Arnolphe a certain grandeur, even if only temporary, as 
Thomas Finn, in his article Bookish Women, states: “Molière grants Arnolphe fourteen 
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monologues, an unusually large amount during this time, emphasizing the protagonist’s ambition 
of discourse domination and absolute power over Agnès and her image of marital union” (43). 
Here, Finn stresses once again that Arnolphe’s desire of ultimate control over Agnès is out of the 
norm, more like an obsession. Arnolphe is consumed by a dominant and submissive relationship 
toward Agnès, his goal is to control every aspect of her life, and that’s exactly what he thrives 
on.  He even uses his own   words to educate and intimidate her. According to him, “Une femme 
habile est un mauvais présage” (29). Arnolphe here, targets the social and literary movement that 
existed in the seventeenth-century under the name ‘la Préciosité’. This movement was created by 
noble women of that time because they were excluded from the official academies of education. 
It was a movement that was a reaction against the vulgar manners and the unrefined language of 
the court of Henri IV and the court of Louis XIII. The goals of  the ‘Précieuses’ were to refine 
the language used for conversation at the court; and to refine the vocabulary used to talk about 
love and life; and for that they organized meetings in salons to discuss that among other things. 
Arnolphe, finds that the ‘Précieuses’ are not natural. He finds that in the search for a 
refined and elegant language, and their authorship of literary texts, they go beyond the limits of 
proper behavior: 
 Non, non je ne veux point d’esprit qui soit haut 
Et femme qui compose en fait plus qu’il ne faut (29). 
  When Arnolphe evokes ‘une femme d’esprit’, he is talking about the ‘Précieuses’ who are 
defined as the opposite of what he wants his wife to be. He despises them, because he is for the 
ignorance of women. Arnolphe was afraid that Agnès would become intelligent and cultivated 
like ‘les précieuses’. He wants her to be ignorant, and would like to deprive her of the means of 
writing, for he is afraid of being cuckolded by his future wife. Arnolphe's strict and authoritarian 
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education consisted of total intellectual isolation; he wants to remove from Agnès everything that 
could revive her curiosity in order to help her access external knowledge.  He even went so far as 
to prevent her from reading and writing for fear of being ‘un homme cocu’:  
 En un mot, qu’elle soit d’une ignorance extrême 
Et c’est assez pour elle, à vous en bien parler, 
 De savoir prier Dieu, m’aimer, coudre, et filer (29). 
With all these precautions taken by Arnolphe, this did not prevent Agnès from being 
manipulated by the young suitor Horace. Horace, with the assistance of an old lady, managed to 
attract the attention of Agnès. According to the old lady, Agnès' eyes would have caused Horace 
much harm, and Agnès in her naivete,  thinks that Horace is really hurt because she interprets the 
word 'blessé' in the literal sense. And in order to help this poor wounded man, she decides to 
invite him to her home. We can say that the education of Agnès with her isolation succeeded. 
When  it comes to the meeting between Horace and Agnès,  in his article L’Éveil des sentiments 
et le paradoxe de la conscience dans l’École des femmes,  James Gaines states: “ Lorsque Agnès 
consent à guérir Horace du ‘coup fatal’ qu’elle lui avait fait ‘sans y penser’,  elle reçoit en 
récompense un plaisir si surprenant qu’elle en ignore et les sources et les limites… Horace et 
Agnès  sont  conscients, non pas des causes et des effets, mais de l’immensité du mystère qu’ils 
viennent de découvrir” (Gaines 408-409). In this quote, Gaines is saying that when Agnès met 
Horace for the first time, they fell in love with each other; and unbeknownst to Agnès, that 
encounter would forever change her life. That experience will later give her the key for her 
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freedom. Because of that magical moment with Horace, she will better understand how it is to 
love and be loved in return; she will also gain confidence, self-esteem, education and finally 
courage to confront Arnolphe. Subconsciously, Horace and Agnès knew from that moment on, 
there was much more yet to come about their story, but more likely, because of her isolation, 
Agnès was still in a state of ignorance. At this point, we can see that Arnolphe’s goal of making 
her naïve succeeded.   
Another way to prove that Arnolphe’s education succeeds is the fact that every time she 
converses with Arnolphe, she always responds in the literal sense. Agnès was far from mastering 
the art of conversation like ‘les Précieuses’. While they were having a conversation, out of 
nowhere, she said: “le petit chat est mort” during a conversation that had nothing to do with a 
cat. And when Arnolphe asks her what she did during his absence, she replies: “Six chemises, et 
six coiffes” (53). Agnès answers literally and naively. And another example of the success of 
Agnes's education by Arnolphe is the fact that she told Arnolphe in the most honest way about 
her romantic meeting with Horace. The proof that she has no idea is that she told him everything 
without shame:   
Oh! tant! il me prenait et les mains et les bras.  
Et de me les baiser il n'était jamais las(57). 
Here we see that Agnès is not ashamed or afraid to talk about her feelings   because she has no 
idea what it means. Her naivete is very clear. With these few examples, we can conclude that her 
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education has worked even too well. The other reason is   also because she has never spoken 
with a man other than Arnolphe; therefore, she has no idea of what she is doing. Agnès behaves 
like a child to Arnolphe, and for this reason it could be said that Arnolphe’s plan succeeded.  
However, at the same time, there are also indications that she is beginning to go beyond 
the limits of her education, she begins to question the authority of Arnolphe. First, she begins by 
asking questions. When Arnolphe asks her about her encounter with Horace, although she gives 
him naive answers, she tries to ask him questions as well. She wants to know more, and she is 
proactive in seeking out answers; and that’s why in his article, Finn states: “Arnolphe reveals his 
inability to see that Agnes’s intellectual and amorous awakening comes not from the books he 
proscribed, but is largely autodidactic. Her letter to Horace is another indication she is virtually 
self-taught” (41-42). Arnolphe is so blinded by his focus on controlling Agnès and keeping her 
ignorant, he doesn’t realize she is already intelligent. Although at the convent she was only 
taught morals and virtue, she apparently learned how to read and write. The basic skills of 
reading and writing opened doors for further education. Once one can read and write, basic 
common sense and contextualized thinking can be formed. Arnolphe misses this because even 
though he is not confident in himself, he is confident in his ‘maxims’ ability to keep Agnès in his 
control; literally and figuratively. He is so arrogant he feels the knowledge Agnès has comes 
from him allowing her to read his Maxims. In all actuality, Agnès is only able to read his maxims 
because she was already self-educated in reading and writing before she came to him. Agnès is 
now able to think for herself and form her own personal thoughts. Agnès writing the letter to 
Horace is a confirmation she has taught herself a little more than what Arnolphe was allowing 
her to learn. It was also a shock to Arnolphe because he didn’t feel she was capable or intelligent 
enough to write a letter. Writing the letter to Horace is profound because it symbolizes 
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independence and intellectual accomplishment for Agnès. Here we can see, regardless of how 
Arnolphe tried to stunt her educational growth, her ability and eagerness to learn broke her free 
from his reigns. This also allowed her to be free from the biased knowledge he was providing for 
her. Agnès understands that there is something else happening. When, for example, Arnolphe 
tells her that she has committed a sin by inviting Horace, she demands an explanation: “Un 
péché, dites-vous, et la raison de grace?”(61). Agnès does not understand how something that 
was so pleasant could be a sin. She wants a logical answer to this question and Arnolphe cannot 
answer her, instead he responded with a religious justification:  
La raison? La raison, est l’arrêt prononcé 
Que par ces actions le Ciel est courroucé (61). 
In others words, it's a sin because God says it is. Agnès once again is not satisfied with the 
answer:  
Courroucé ? Mais pourquoi faut-il qu’il s’en courrouce ? 
C’est une chose, hélas! Si plaisante et si douce (61). 
 Agnès is not willing to accept Arnolphe’s argument that what she did is a sin. Finally, he 
explains to her that when two people are married, it’s no longer a sin. Since meeting with 
Horace, Agnès has begun to understand the world and to feel new emotions. This new 
sentimental education was surely prompted by the visit of Horace, which exceeded the limits laid 
down by Arnolphe; and to explain it better, Finn declares: “Agnès has even learned to revert to 
literal meanings when it suits her, to initiate actions on her own, and to arrive independently at 
her own conclusions. Forced to explain to Arnolphe why she wishes to marry Horace, she cites a 
surprising source: “j’ai suivi vos leçons, et vous m’avez prêché/Qu’il se faut marier pour ôter le 
péché” (Finn 42). Agnès had become so intelligent she has learned to use literal meanings 
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against Arnolphe. He always preached about virtue and loyalty. Agnès tells him this is why she 
wants to marry Horace. Arnolphe told her that to be sleeping with a man before marriage is a sin. 
Arnolphe’s attempt to brainwash Agnès backfired. To his dismay. Agnès flips the role and 
becomes the intelligent one now; she had Arnolphe baffled and feeling foolish. She used his own 
teachings to outsmart him. This statement shows her improvement of growth in education. She 
went from a young girl who thought babies come from the ears, to a young lady who ironically 
plays ‘reverse psychology’ on Arnolphe. 
 Another indication that Agnès's education is beginning to go beyond the limits planned 
by Arnolphe  is the fact that when Arnolphe asks her to tell him what she did during his absence, 
instead of speaking to him immediately about her romantic encounter  with  Horace which was a 
great event according to her, she chose to talk about something else. Maybe she tries to hide this 
from Arnolphe.  In Teaching Ignorance: L’École des Femmes, Barbara Johnson points that: 
“The teacher, here, is testing his pupil to make sure that she has not learned anything in his 
absence. The hesitations of the pupil all seem to the examiner to be signs that she has learned 
what he does not want her to know” ( Johnson 168). Arnolphe, somehow still thinks he is in 
control of Agnès but now he begins to have little doubt about what she actually knows.  The 
‘hesitation’ of Agnès here is a sign of a subtle rebellion. Arnolphe begins to wonder how much 
did she learn in his absence, could this ‘ignorant’ little girl become his worst nightmare; a smart 
woman who can think for herself and make her own choices, therefore commit the unthinkable 
crime: “le cocuage”.  
  In Johnson’s analysis of L’École des femmes, she insists on a fact that the “Universal 
cuckoldry, in pedagogical terms, can be seen as the tendency of students to seek to learn from 
more than one teacher. The anxiety of influence Arnolphe expresses here involves the fear that 
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his will not be the only school his future wife attends. In Arnolphe’s view of education, then, the 
sole measure of pedagogical success is to be the only teacher the student listens to” (167). 
Arnolphe speaks proud and confidently; almost arrogantly, yet he is really fearful that his wife 
will learn from another man, leaving her open to his susceptibility and control; his teaching and 
eventually taking of his wife’s’ heart and mind from him.  Hence, his reason for making her a 
student at his school for wives. He was intent on being the only one she listened to and obeyed.  
Now, we can see in the shadow, little signs of her revolt that are taking place. When after a series 
of quid pro quos, Agnès understands that Arnolphe wishes to marry her, she starts to laugh, 
because she finds the idea of being married to Arnolphe funny: “Hélas! Que je vous ai grande 
obligation. Et  qu'avec lui j'aurai de satisfaction!” (63). Obligation and satisfaction here, makes 
us think of duty and love. She has two possible spouses: she sees certain qualities in Arnolphe; 
he has more or less raised her since she was a little girl but her inclination goes towards Horace. 
At the end of this scene (scene V of Acte II), we see Arnolphe, who once again begins to lose all 
control, wants Agnès to stop talking.  He asks her several times to be quiet: “Ah! Que de 
langage! Point de bruit d’avantage” (64). He wants to regain control : “ Je suis maître, je parle : 
allez, obéissez ! ” (65). As Johnson states:  
Agnès is still protesting the necessity of renouncing such a good-looking man, and 
Arnolphe to end the conversation says: I am the master. I speak, you obey. This, in its 
simplest terms, is Arnolphe’s conception of teaching. His pedagogical aim is to apply and 
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guarantee his own mastery: mastery over language, over knowledge and ignorance, and 
over the types of outside influence he will or will not permit (Johnson 178).   
Once again, we see that Arnolphe wants to be the sole teacher of Agnès; he wants to be her 
‘master’, and monitor every aspect of her life. And by doing so, he would keep her as much as he 
can in a state of total ignorance; because that’s the only way he can overpower her. Fortunately 
for Agnès, little by little, Arnolphe is starting to lose control over her. 
 Through all the panic and his interrogations, one has the impression that Arnolphe is 
trying to teach a lesson to Agnès because he begins to talk about religion. He says he is willing to 
forgive Agnès because she is so naïve, therefore, she did not know what was going on when she 
met Horace, yet he says:   
Mais enfin apprenez qu'accepter des cassettes  
Et de ces beaux blondins écouter les sornettes  
Que se laisser par eux, à force de langueur  
Baiser ainsi les mains et chatouiller le cœur  
Est un péché mortel des plus gros qu'il se fasse (61). 
Here Arnolphe is telling her that she will go straight to hell if she continues to see Horace. 
Arnolphe here represents the characteristics of many characters in Molière and in other literary 
works of the seventeenth-century. He is ‘un faux ‘Dévot’. He uses religion for his own purposes 
but is not really a believer. For Arnolphe, religion is a useful thing he can use to have what he 
wants: the obedience of Agnès. 
 In order to complete his education on marriage, Arnolphe feels he must absolutely teach 
the maxims of marriage to Agnès; and it is exactly for that reason that Johnson indicates: 
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“Satisfied that he has convinced Agnès that he has saved her from the road to perdition, 
Arnolphe decides to give his bride-to be a full-fledged lesson in the virtues of wifely ignorance. 
It is interesting to note that at this point where the paradoxes of teaching ignorance become most 
explicit, the tyrannical school master has recourse to the book as a pedagogical aid” (Johnson 
170).  Arnolphe according to Jonson, at this point, in his own twisted mind, believes that he 
possesses somehow some messianic characteristics; he firmly believes that he is the reason why 
Agnès was saved from ‘damnation’, from the intellectual corruption offered by the outside 
world. He wants to use that fiction narrative to double his power and control over Agnès. 
Therefore, he decides to proceed with his teaching by assigning her to read  his “ Maximes du 
marriage”. By doing so, he wants to keep Agnès eternally in ignorance in order to use and 
manipulate her as he pleases; but what is really ironic here is the fact that even though Arnolphe 
knows all the tricks in the book to keep Agnès in total ignorance, he still has recourse to the 
‘book’ to teach her about ignorance. One must think that after what he previously said multiple 
times about keeping Agnès in ignorance, maybe by showing her the book, he wants to prove the 
seriousness of this matter. Thus, by showing her the proof, it is concrete evidence that would 
make her believe without a doubt, that is how every marriage is normally done, and Arnolphe is 
simply following the law, he did not invent it.   
Right at the moment where Agnès was about to begin reading the book of Maxims, 
Arnolphe once again demands that she should be grateful to him. According to him, through 
their marriage, she will move up in the social hierarchy, and we can see here the whole lexical 
field he uses to talk about Agnès’s past: “la bassesse, vil état de pauvre villageoise, le peu que 
vous étiez” (67).  Here we see that Arnolphe likes to reinforce the hierarchy between him and 
Agnès. Arnolphe had some convincing examples that gave some validation to his ignorant way 
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of thinking.  In reference to L’École des Femmes, Finn states: “L’École des femmes reveals the 
hazards, if not the impossibility, of trying to keep the women in ignorance. Arnolphe believes 
that an educated wife will ensure marital fidelity” (Finn 40). Proof of this hazard comes through 
Arnolphe’s ‘ignorance’ and domination. According to Finn, Arnolphe  is so determined to make 
sure that Agnès has ‘bare minimal’ education that he ‘buys’ her at the age of four, and sent her to 
a convent where she would only learn moral virtue in Latin and Greek. Unbeknownst to him, 
Agnès already had prior knowledge of reading, and writing. This increased her commonsense 
skills, her confidence, in combination with her natural instincts and curiosity. On top of all this, a 
young suitor named Horace, shows up out of nowhere and peaks her interest which inclines and 
allows her to learn even more. She begins then to be able to read and write in a figurative sense. 
“The only texts she reads during the play are the Maxims in act three; thus her reading 
apprenticeship matures in a more figurative sense, as she learns to “read a situation,” see double 
and hidden meanings, and use her literal and figurative literacy as means of liberation”(Finn 40).  
For Arnolphe, this unexpected outcome is the total opposite of what he wanted.  Arnolphe spent 
his life grooming and prepping Agnès for total domination and now she is listening and learning 
from another man. She has more in common with Horace because they are closer in age and he 
treats her in a manner that is unknown to her.  Her liberation comes in a literal and figurative 
sense. Her father shows up and announces that he had already promised Agnès to Horace in 
marriage. He spoils Arnolphe’s plan of marriage and control of Agnès. Now, she is educationally 
independent, she is free to think and explore the options of her own thoughts and actions. She is 
grabbing hold of any new knowledge she can get. Horace has opened a new door for her.  Once 
one starts to learn, the passion increases and one becomes addicted to the desire for more 
knowledge. With knowledge comes clarity, and also the ability to use context as clues to figure 
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out the problems of life. Agnès got a taste of that power, in which she had been deprived her 
whole life and she became free from the bounds of ignorance, lack of common knowledge, and a 
controlled and emotionless arrangement. 
 When it comes to the Maxims of marriage, they are based solely on Arnolphe’s 
insecurities as a man and in his will to dominate and control Agnès. These Maxims range from 
appearance, behavior, mental state, thinking skills, and even the company Agnès keeps, men and 
women alike. Arnolphe feels by enforcing these maxims, this will ensure Agnès’s ignorance, and 
complete faithfulness.  He wants total power over her; this includes influence form ‘worldly' 
women, potential admirers, and any influences that will allow her to think on her own. By the 
content of these maxims, we can see traits of Arnolphe’s character. He wants an ignorant woman  
whom he can control. In hindsight he wants a shell of a woman’s body in which he can 
manipulate into his liking; in a sense, not allowing Agnès to even be human but a robot or a 
mirror image of him in female form. She is there solely to provide him with comforts, happiness, 
ego, and in the same time hide his insecurities.  
 When discussing the Maxims, Finn states: “Maximes du Mariage reveals Arnolphe’s 
vain obsession with becoming sole creator and interpreter of what marriage should be” (Finn 42-
43). This quote speaks to the arrogance and control of Arnolphe. He wants to take marriage, a 
religious and institutionalized concept that has been around for centuries, and recreate it in his 
own terms. Arnolphe’s writing of the maxims allows us to see his true hostile nature.  In 
Arnolphe’s maxims, Marriage is a set of rules that a woman needs to follow in order to be 
successful in her marriage. On the other hand, Arnolphe doesn’t want to learn anything from 
Agnès, he just wants to teach and dictate. By recreating marriage to what he wants, it becomes a 
prison for his future wife and a paradise for him. This way he has total control of what she does 
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and says; also he feels he doesn’t have to worry about her leaving or being disloyal because his 
institution of marriage will provide only the knowledge and control Agnès needs from him. 
Arnolphe is a symbol of the barriers women faced during the seventeenth-century while trying to 
learn. For some time, he was a blockade for Agnès and furthering her education; wilting her 
desire to learn, crushing the flames of her intensity for knowledge. 
Although the overall themes in these maxims is the acclamation of the ultimate power of 
men and a complete submission for women, and because of  Arnolphe’s hatred toward educated 
women, maxim seven is probably the most despised by him:  
Dans ses meubles, dût-elle en avoir de l’ennui 
Il ne faut écritoire, encre, papier ni plumes 
Le mari doit, dans les bonnes coutumes 
Écrire tout ce qui s’écrit chez lui (72). 
That’s why to explain even further Arnolphe’s twisted mind in this maxim seven, Johnson sates:  
Of all the things that Arnolphe   wants Agnès not to learn, it seems that writing is the 
object of his most violent suspicions. Not only is writing included in the book of don’ts 
for the married woman, but from the very beginning it is clear that in Arnolphe’s mind, 
feminine writing constitutes the husband’s royal road to cuckoldry. “A woman who’s a 
writer knows too much”, he tells Chrysalde; “I mean that mine shall not be so sublime, 
and shall not even know what’s meant by rhyme (Johnson176). 
  According to Arnolphe, an educated woman is a threat, a danger to society. For him, education 
is not even an option for women because they cannot be trusted. There is no doubt that Arnolphe 
fears intelligent women because he says they can manipulate and deceive a man. This is a perfect 
example of an aristocratic seventeenth-century man not wanting a woman to be educated.  If she 
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begins an education she is going outside the will and control of her husband which is 
unacceptable.  Arnolphe’s main goal was to have complete control of Agnes’s mind, body, 
feelings, emotions, actions, and thoughts.  
 While maxim seven is very important to Arnolphe, maxim eight also is just as 
important because it concerns self- education of women. In maxim eight, Arnolphe says that 
women shouldn’t go to salons because according to him: “Ce sont des sociétés déréglées, qu’on 
nomme belles assemblées, des femmes, tous les jours, corrompent les esprits” (72). Once again 
Arnolphe here is referring to “les Précieuses”. According to him they pretend to look good on the 
outside while corrupting the minds of innocent women.  For that reason, Agnès needs to stay 
away from them because they are nothing but trouble. What Arnolphe doesn’t know is the fact 
that during the seventeenth-century, salons were a great source for education and accessing 
information for women. They gathered at salons to hear philosophers, authors, and discuss many 
ideas. Arnolphe wanted to be the only educator and the only influence that Agnès has. He also 
felt that women only went to these salons for sultry talk about men and he was against it.  His 
total disparagement for the salons is the fact that he is scared Agnès would learn something new 
from the meetings that will probably put their relationship in jeopardy. To explain Arnolphe’s 
distorted mentality, Johnson states:  
It is interesting to recall that the governing purpose behind Arnolphe’s pedagogical 
enterprise was the fear that a learned wife would make him a cuckold. Ignorance, it 
seemed, was the only way to ensure fidelity. What this implies, paradoxically enough, is 
that education is the apprenticeship in unfaithfulness. The fear of giving women an 
education equal to that of men is clearly a fear that educated women will no longer 
remain faithful to the needs of patriarchal society (Johnson 174).  
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 She suggests that in Arnolphe’s mind, women should not be allowed to be educated by fear of 
retaliation in their relationship.   
After reading the maxims of marriage, Agnès knowing that she was definitely in love 
with Horace, decides that she has had enough of Arnolphe and it is then that she chose to revolt 
against everything he had taught her, her whole life. That’s why earlier on, when she threw a 
stone at Horace as Arnolphe recommended, around the stone she had a letter attached.  She used 
a smart strategy to get her message across. Little by little, her hope is returning, and Arnolphe is 
showing more and more despair: 
 Arnolphe is here up against the problem faced by every parent: it is always too soon or 
too late to teach children about sexuality. When the play begins, Arnolphe has been 
handling Agnès sex education simply by attempting to ensure that no learning will take 
place. Agnès is seen as a tabula rasa- a blank on which nothing is written unless some 
outside agency comes to write upon it. With the unexpected arrival of a more active tutor, 
Arnolphe is forced to change his pedagogical strategy (Johnson 169).  
  Horace’s brief but powerful romantic encounter with Agnès shifts the course of events in 
Agnès’s favor. Now, Arnolphe doesn’t know what to do anymore. Agnès is changing rapidly and 
there is nothing he can do to reverse the situation. Now, Agnès sees clearly the difference 
between the love of Arnolphe and Horace. Unlike Arnolphe, Horace speaks positively of Agnes's 
intelligence and he appreciates that quality in her. While talking to Arnolphe, he said this about 
Agnès: 
Et peut-on me nier que ses flammes puissantes 
Ne fassent dans un cœur des choses étonnantes  
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Que dites-vous du tour, et de ce mot d’écrit  
 N’admirez-vous point cette adresse d’esprit ?  (78). 
 Here Horace embraces the intelligence of Agnès. For Horace, love is a kind of education:  
Il le faut avouer, l’amour est un grand maître 
 Ce qu’on ne fut jamais il nous enseigne à l’être 
 Et souvent de nos mœurs l’absolu changement 
 Devient par ses leçons l’ouvrage d’un moment (78). 
While Horace admires that positive transformation in Agnès, Arnolphe condemns it. Even 
though Arnolphe also thinks that love is a kind of education, he would rather avoid that 
particular education. The way he sees love is totally different from Horace’s perception of love. 
According to Horace, it was love that provoked this new intelligence in Agnès, as well as her 
writing skills. In the letter she sent to Horace, for the first time she realizes that she was brought 
up in ignorance: Now she is aware of her situation: “je commence à connaître qu’on m’a toujours 
tenue dans l’ignorance” (80). Now she knows that her whole life has been manipulated by 
Arnolphe, the only person she once trusted; and to make sure that this   scheme works to 
perfection, Johnson in her article explains that: “In the opening lines of the play, Arnolphe is 
explaining to his friend Chrysalde his pedagogical method for turning an innocent young girl into 
a faithful wife, he has picked out a docile four year old, paid off her mother, and kept her locked 
up and ignorant ever since” (Johnson 165).  Here we see that Agnès was set up by Arnolphe 
from the beginning. Her destiny was planned and controlled by him as if he was her ‘creator’. 
After all these years kept in isolation and ignorance, without her parents, she surely thought it 
was just a normal way to live. Now, after her experience with a different man other than 
Arnolphe, she begins to have more confidence in herself. She begins to rely on her own 
experiences to form her opinion instead of accepting without taking the advices of Arnolphe. To 
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prove her point, in the letter she sent to Horace, she states: “ On me dit fort, que tous les jeunes 
hommes sont des trompeurs, qu’il ne les faut point écouter, et que tout ce que vous me dites, 
n’est que pour m’abuser ; mais je vous assure, que je n’ai pu encore me figurer cela de vous, et je 
suis si touchée de vos paroles, que je ne saurais croire qu’elles soient menteuses” (80). Now we 
can see that she is starting to have doubt in Arnolphe; there is a gap between what Arnolphe says 
and the truth, and what Agnès observes on her own. 
 As the play continues, we observe an extreme revolt of Agnès. It is a complete reversal 
of power between Arnolphe and Agnès. She begins to take the upper hand, and in that regard, 
Arnolphe himself says: “Une sotte en sait plus que le plus habile homme” (111).  Here he makes 
the comparison between Agnès and  ‘la précieuse’. Now Agnès expresses herself freely as she 
pleases. She is no longer afraid of Arnolphe, and then she mockingly compares him to Horace:       
 Chez vous le mariage est fâcheux et pénible, 
 Et vos discours en font une image terrible : 
 Mais las ! il le fait lui si rempli de plaisirs, 
 Que de se marier il donne des désirs (109). 
 Here we see that Agnès, by speaking of 'discours', is refering to the maxims of marriage of 
Arnolphe, and it is a total contrast to the way Horace represents marriage to Agnès. And she also 
said: “ Que ne vous êtes-vous comme lui fait aimer ? ” (110). Again she implies that it is the 
responsibility of a man to make himself appealing to a woman. Horace knows how to be loved, 
while Arnolphe does not know.  
 At the end of the play, we see that Arnolphe, because of the absolutely humiliated   
rejection from the woman he ‘loves’, wants to throw her once again in the convent, in the middle 
of nowhere to punish her. Again, we return to a complete isolation, a return to the original state 
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of Agnès who grew up in an isolated convent.  With this type of severe and authoritarian 
education, we can see why Agnès is relieved to have found hope in Horace. In this play, 
Arnolphe is a domineering and authoritative figure. He is also insecure about himself so he feels 
he has to control every aspect of the life of the woman whom he will marry. Here, Agnès is the 
symbol of everything that was wrong with the education and treatment of women during the 
seventeenth-century. Arnolphe is the symbol for the close-minded male who felt women at that 
time were just objects; shells to be filled with only the knowledge and tasks they felt appropriate 
for them. As Johnson notes: “The question of education and the question of feminism are 
surprisingly interconnected in the seventeenth-century. The burning feminist issue was not yet 
voting or working, but getting an education equal to a man’s” (Johnson 173 ). In this time period, 
Feminism was the embodiment of education, and they were independent.  In the seventeenth-
century, few women were allowed to get an education. In L’École des femmes, Agnès was only 
taught to think what Arnolphe wanted. She was taught to obey his command. She even 
responded how he wanted her to. This type of education of marriage would be a nightmare for 
any women who are thriving for freedom, independence, and equality for all. 
The concept of the title  L’École des femmes speaks volumes in many senses; Irony, 
sarcasm, comedy, and drama. It isn’t too far from the idea we have as a modern society to send 
young girls to finishing schools. The idea of a school that teaches women how to be women is 
hilarious and almost insulting. This title is Molière’s sarcastic way of exposing the frivolous 
nature of treatment of women in L’École des femmes. Here, as in modern finishing schools, 
women are trained how to be lady like, gentle and dainty; they are taught to sew, cook, clean a 
house properly, raise a family and to please their mates. According to Arnolphe, women should 
not read or write or even have a thought of their own. Molière is exposing the mistreatment, lack 
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of appreciation, and lack of education women faced during his time. By writing this play, it is as 
if he takes a stand against the social view that has plagued women; women such as Madame 
Lafayette who became one of the most world renowned authors and women’s educational 




CHAPTER 2: LEAVING SOCIETY BEHIND FOR INDEPENDENCE 
« J'avoue, répondit-elle, que les passions peuvent me conduire ; mais elles ne sauraient 
m'aveugler». (Lafayette 231) 
Madame Lafayette was born on March 18
th
 1684. Although her family had minor 
financial difficulties, they had strong lineage and nobility.  At the age of 16 she was already 
heavily educated in the knowledge of literature. Under the tutelage of Gilles Ménage, she learned 
Latin and Italian among other subjects. Like many educated female authors in her time, a lot of 
her education came from the social settings and gatherings that happened at famous and popular 
salons. Lafayette, although publishing anonymously, shared a great deal with the character of her 
famous novel, La Princesse de Clèves. Her father died at a young age and her mother stepped up 
to assure her education, life, and moral lessons continued. Her education and the style of her 
writings were intelligent and intense. La Princesse de Clèves is often referenced as the first 
modern and psychological novel. To understand the novel, we must know the life of the lady 
who brought it to life. Lafayette’s writing not only changed the way people saw women authors; 
it allowed them to open their minds, past gender, and see the true message. Lafayette exposed the 
pressures of women during the seventeenth-century as well as the lack of opportunity for 
education they were allowed.  The success of her work proves that it wasn’t that women weren’t 
smart enough to learn or become published, only that they weren’t allowed the proper chances. 
Lafayette’s life was an example that women were just as intelligent and could write as well as 
any man. Her novel La  Princesse de Clèves proves that. Her use of anonymity only strengthens 
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the fact that on top of education shows that she can capture the attention of both men and women 
with her writing without revealing her gender. The use of anonymity also shows her wit and 
humbleness. She used anonymity only to express a message and not to gain publicity. She knew 
that if she published the novel with her name, the fame it gained would be in somewhat a 
negative light. All the attention focused around the novel would be a woman in the seventeenth-
century speaking about issues that were taboo and unheard of for a woman to speak about’. She 
wanted the reader to feel the anger and frustrations of the women, and not focus of the author. 
  La Princesse de Clèves  is a novel published anonymously by Lafayette in 1678; in the 
“ Avertissement au lecteur”, the reason of the anonymity is explained: 
Quelque approbation qu'ait eue cette histoire dans les lectures qu'on en a faites, l'auteur 
n'a pu se résoudre à se déclarer ; il a craint que son nom ne diminuât le succès de son 
livre. Il sait par expérience que l'on condamne quelquefois les ouvrages sur la médiocre 
opinion qu'on a de l'auteur et il sait aussi que la réputation de l'auteur donne souvent du 
prix aux ouvrages. Il demeure donc dans l'obscurité où il est, pour laisser les jugements 
plus libres et plus équitables, et il se montrera néanmoins si cette histoire est aussi 
agréable au public que je l'espère (67). 
 Often times a book can gain notoriety or biased reviews based on the readers’ view of the 
author. Lafayette cut out the opportunity for the novel to be prejudged by writing anonymously. 
She decided not to reveal her identity to the public because she did not want the reader to read 
the story as her autobiography; also because it was not typical for a woman to write in the 
seventeenth-century. She wanted her book to be judged independently from her identity.  In her 
article   Lafayette’s Ellipses: The privileges of Anonymity, Joan Dejean expounds on the use of 
anonymity by Lafayette because it describes yet another method women authors had to use for 
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hurdles they faced during the seventeenth-century. Before she begins her article, Dejean uses a 
quote from William Shakespeare that sums up the power of anonymity. It says “Have more than 
thou showest, speak less than thou knowest… and thou shalt have more than two tens to a score” 
(Dejean 884). Regardless of how much knowledge one has, sometimes it is best to be heard and 
not seen. Also one can deliver a powerful message that reaches people and allows them to 
understand without saying too much taking their focus on the gender. Lafayette did not just use 
anonymity as a cover; she used it as a statement. Dejean made a statement about how anonymity 
helped Lafayette  write without being dismissed or prejudged by  society: “ When La Princesse 
de Clèves appears with no name on its title page, critics were unable to view the story as an 
extension of Lafayette’s life” ( Dejean 887).  By not letting her name be known in her book, 
Lafayette brilliantly bypassed her critics and allowed her book to be judged with objectivity. 
Also, by concealing her identity, Lafayette knew that will open doors to numerous women who 
want to write but because of their gender, they fear the repercussions; those women now through 
the privileges of anonymity, feel emboldened.  
La Princesse de Clèves marks a rupture with other novels that came at the beginning of 
the seventeenth-century. Not only is partially based on the real history that unfolded in 1558 in 
the court of Henri II, this novel also reveals the eminent role played by women in the 
seventeenth-century literature influenced with the movement of Preciosity. Very often when we 
speak of La Princesse de Clèves, we speak of this book as the first modern novel; the first novel 
that begins to resemble what we think today (twenty-first century) about  a novel: “ Lafayette 
meant to create a literary sensation and especially to raise important questions about what kind of 
book she had written… La Princesse de Clèves was the catalyst of public recognition that a new 
kind of narrative genre was becoming dominant… The intense and introspective story of a young 
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married woman who fell in love fits a pattern with which we are familiar” (Chatier 350).  In the 
first half of the seventeenth-century, novels were epic stories of romance, knights in shining 
armor and violent action.  La Princesse de Clèves relates to psychological complexity of modern 
society in which we live today, which produce affairs, love triangles, deceit, and dishonesty. 
Lafayette’s novel includes all of those things. Writing about these things during the seventeenth-
century, especially by a woman, was relatively new. What also makes La Princesse de Clèves 
modern is its short length and the fact that the story is not in a very distant past. At the beginning 
of the seventeenth-century, literature often consisted on a very lengthy lecture. La Princesse de 
Clèves in other hand gave the details and background story but got right to the point. The reader 
knew early on what the central plot was and the main characters. Also there is a short list of main 
characters, whereas in earlier literature, there would be so many characters one couldn’t 
remember them all or would get   them confused. Lafayette assured that the readers would and 
could not mistake any of her characters by providing them with the detailed description of each 
one of her characters. The main subject here is not necessarily based on different interesting 
actions; rather it is based on raw emotions of the characters, and their psychological analysis. In 
this chapter, I will consider the source of the Princesse de Clèves’ education.  I will speak first of 
the aristocratic education , combined with a mixture with “ la préciosité” that the Princess’s 
mother, Madame de Chartres uses  in order to educated her daughter. Secondly, I will discuss the 
lessons she draws from the récits enchâssés recounted by various members of the court, and 
finally I will present the negative consequences of the education of Madame de Chartres. 
Madame de Chartres educated her daughter in the lessons of life, being loyal, and putting 
love aside for stability and the social acceptance of virtue. This can also give us insight on 
Madame de Chartres’ psychological state of mind. She wasn’t focused on love but taught her 
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daughter through the view she had of the world in which they lived. Madame de Chartres knew 
that the Court was filled with royal people who didn’t focus on anything moral; yet the lust of 
their flesh, secrecy, and deceit. She looked at the Court and its inhabitants as wolves that would 
devour her daughter and also ruin her with their bad influences. This is one of the reasons she 
decided to give her daughter an education which would prepare her to face the corruption of the 
Court, and the dangers of passion. Because of the noble lineage and financial means of the 
family, Madame de Chartres was able to give her daughter the best of education available for a 
woman during the seventeenth-century. She was able to take her daughter away from royal Court 
and the distractions of the world to focus on her education.  
In La Princesse de Clèves, appearances are very important and this is a characteristic 
shared with many other works published in the time of Classicism; sometimes, appearances 
surpass reason, love and even common sense. In this novel, we also find that Lafayette insists 
enormously on the social identity of the princess : « Elle était de la même maison que le Vidame 
de Chartres et une des plus grandes héritières de France » (76). Indeed, Mademoiselle de 
Chartres is a descendant of a very noble family. The name “héritière” here implies that she 
inherited some fortune and that she undoubtedly belongs to a very high social rank.  
Speaking of Madame de Chartres, the narrator will insinuate this: «   Après avoir perdu 
son mari, elle avait passé plusieurs années sans revenir à la cour » (76). Because of that, the 
princess will be brought up in isolation from the court, in a world deprived of an authoritarian 
masculine presence, and of all worldly distraction, because according to Madame de Chartres, 
the court is a dangerous place especially for young women: « Il  y avait une sorte d’agitation sans 
désordre dans cette cour, qui la rendait très agréable mais aussi très dangereuse pour une jeune 
personne: Madame de Chartres voyait ce péril et ne songeait qu’aux moyens d’en garantir sa 
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fille » (60). Madame de Chartres saw how easily the young women were swayed by men and 
how easily they fell prey to losing virtue. Along with the corruption of the court and its powerful 
negatives influences, she also knew her daughter could be the victim of salacious lies and 
deceits.  She held in high esteem the virtue of a woman and did not want her daughter to be at 
risk of losing her’s.  
Madame de Chartres has an approach to educating her daughter that differs from 
tradition. She isolated herself away from all, away from the court in order to teach her daughter 
how to be an “honest” woman. This education  includes the rules of decency, fidelity in 
marriage, praise of common sense, reason against the pitfalls of passion: « Pendant cette 
absence, elle avait donné ses soins à l’éducation de sa fille ; mais elle ne travailla pas seulement 
à cultiver son esprit et sa beauté, elle songea aussi à lui donner de la vertu et à la lui rendre 
aimable » (76). As we have said before, Madame de Chartres has devoted all her strength, 
vitality and energy to the total education of her daughter, which is not an easy task, especially for 
a single mother. In this novel, the narrator dwelt on the moral qualities of Madame de Chartres 
which made her a good educator.  According to the narrator, she is a woman whose: “Le bien, la 
vertu et le mérite étaitent extraordinaires”.  Madame de Chartres offers her daughter a strict and 
honorable education; she teaches her daughter to avoid the dangers of passion and choose reason 
rather than to be dominated by her feelings. She is very happy with the exceptional education her 
daughter has gained through her. “Madame de Chartres, qui était extrêmement glorieuse, ne 
trouvait presque rien digne de sa fille; la voyant dans sa seizième année, elle voulut la mener à la 
cour” (77). In this quote alone, we have  the lexical field of praise. The adverb “extrêmement” 
and the adjectives “digne” and “glorieuse” emphasize the praise in itself made by Mme de 
Chartres and her perfect education. 
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               Further on, the narrator expresses the fact that Mme de Chartres' education is not like 
any other. The narrator condemns the fact that parents, for whatever reason, should not hesitate 
to speak about love to their children, especially to young girls, as Madame de Chartres does so 
well. Joseph Harris notes that she interjects herself   on multiple levels in her daughter’s life. 
“Not just as mothers but as their daughters’ friends and confidantes in matters of the heart” 
(Harris 8). The mothers want to be more that maternal figures for their daughters, they want to be 
their life coach and mentor. They want to control every aspect of their daughter’s lives because 
in some way their daughter’s reputation reflects them. Mme de Chartres thought it was very 
important for her daughter to maintain a virtuous life, even if it meant isolating her from all 
others who didn’t share her views or moral values.  
            Contrary to Madame de Chartres,  “La plupart des mères s’imaginent qu’il suffit de ne 
parler jamais de galanterie devant les jeunes personnes pour les en éloigner. Madame de Chartres 
avait une opinion opposée” (76). The narrator here makes the criticism of the parents who by 
ignorance or on purpose hide the dangers of passion from their daughters. Madame de Chartres 
uses a very communicative teaching, presenting without any veil, the serious and destructive 
consequences of infidelity in marriage. She knows that true love exists but insisted that her 
daughter be wise and marry for stability and nobility. She expressed to her the importance of 
fidelity no matter the wants of the heart. To raise her daughter in a   peaceful environment after 
the death of her husband, Mme de Chartres decided to remove her from the court for a period of 
time; she decided to raise her daughter in isolation from the court, but later returns because she 
wanted the best possible husband for her daughter. But despite this, Madame de Chartres finds 
that the court is a dangerous place especially for young women, because there are many intrigues 
and a lot of danger especially for a seductive girl like Mlle de Chartres. 
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 Mme de Chartres   made sure the princess knew that love wasn’t all fairy tales and 
smooth paved roads. No matter what happened and how the husband reacts, according to her, the 
woman is to remain virtuous and loyal to her husband.  « …Elle faisait souvent à sa fille des 
peintures de l’amour … Elle  lui contait  le peu  de sincérité des hommes, leurs tromperies et leur 
infidélité, les malheurs domestiques où plongent les engagements : et lui faisait voir d’un autre 
côté, quelle tranquillité suivait la vie d’une honnête femme…» (76). Here, we have the 
pedagogical philosophy of Madame de Chartres. She teaches about peace that follows the life of 
an honest woman. In her mind, M. de Clèves, represents honesty, stability and a much more 
serene life; thus, marrying him, would make her daughter an honest and a peaceful woman. 
Therefore, the qualities that M. de Clèves represented would also represent her. 
           Another important aspect of the educational philosophy of Madame de Chartres is the 
constant supervision of her daughter. She has a very strong influence in her daughter's life to the 
point where she wants to control all aspects of her daughter's life. She wants the princess to tell 
her everything “like a friend.” For this, she anxiously observes the exchanges of her daughter 
with men and women who live in the court. She does not trust anyone because she recognizes 
that her daughter is still very young and could easily be influenced by people of bad faith. Mme 
de Chartres wants to intervene in all aspects of her daughter's life. For example, when the 
princess decides not to go to the ball at the Maréchal de Saint-André’s, Madame de Chartres 
does not approve of the decision at all, and they   invented an excuse by saying that the princess 
is too sick to go. Another aspect of this control of Madame de Chartres is manifested when she 
gives “fake” praise to the Duke of Nemours; she pretends to praise Nemours by saying that he is 
a smart man because he does not attach himself to women and it is better for him, but that he 
seems to have a passion for Queen Dauphine. Still for the purpose of being omnipresent in her 
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daughter's life, Madame de Chartres advised her never to go to see Nemours at the Queen 
Dauphine's house; by doing this, she will convince the Princess that Queen Dauphine and the 
Duke of Nemours are using her as an excuse to meet. She knew it wasn’t true; it is a story 
invented by her.  It is at this time that the Princess begins to understand her feelings for the Duke 
of Nemours, and at the same time she begins to feel guilty about betraying  her husband. Now 
she is jealous of the idea that there is another woman in Nemours' life. She understands that what 
she feels for the Duke of Nemours is what the Prince of Cleves feels for her and that is what the 
prince was expecting from her. So she understands that her love for Nemours is something 
shameful because she does not have the same feelings towards her husband. 
 In his article, Education and Gender, Harris argues that the education Madame the 
Chartres gave to her daughter was very different from a normal education. She had good 
intentions on raising her daughter but was determined to “shape” her to her standards by all 
means. In regard to the lack of trustworthiness in men, Madame de Chartres is teaching the 
princess about “Le peu de sincerité des hommes, leur tromperies et leur infidélité” ( Haris 9). 
Madame de Chartres’s strategy is severe and “virtue” oriented. Early on, Madame de Chartres 
decided she was not going to hide the word “galenterie” from her daughter. By doing so, she 
exposes her daughter by using “scare tactics” and narratives.   She made sure   her daughter 
knew that if she ever fall in love with Nemours, she would end up unhappy and it would be 
dangerous, because according to her, Nemours is nothing but trouble. Madame de Chartres also 
used a narrative story of Madame de Valentinois in order to tell her daughter about the dangers 
of passion. According to Harris, by impressing virtue in the princess, Madame de Chartres hoped 
that her daughter  would consider it above anything, because according to her, virtue will bring 
you: “tranquillité, bonheur, éclat et élevation” ( Harris 9).  By telling her daughter about the first 
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“récit enchâssé” of Madame de Valentinois, and others narratives that will come along, Madame 
de Chartres is hoping to achieve her main goal; in doing so she is also teaching the princess that 
life without ‘vertu’ is not worth living. Even on her death bed, knowing how much her daughter 
was in love with Nemours, she did not give up on her teachings. She even recommended that the 
princess should leave the court and go to the country by herself, far away from the “imminent 
danger” named Nemours. This all in order to resist the temptation of passion. “Madame de 
Chartres’s educational strategy teaches her daughter to compare what she finds in the stories of 
others with what she finds in herself” (Harris 9). In other words she does not want her daughter 
to learn from her own mistakes; instead she wants her to always compare herself to other 
people’s life which is not an easy task to do.  She does not want the Princess being her own 
person, and write her own story through her life without copying anybody else. The Princess had 
to live through the eyes of others. However, at the end, Madame de Chartres truly believes that 
she was giving her daughter the best education there was to offer, and it finally pays off because  
“Lafayette’s princess famously follows her mother’s teachings and repudiates Nemours” (Harris 
7). The Princess through all the teaching from those different narratives stories was able to stay 
away from the danger of passion offered by Nemours. Madame de Chartres, with her tenacity, 
and determination helped to propel the Princess in the down the path of virtue by holding fast to 
her identity and moral values. 
 Just before dying, Madame de Chartres will give the   last lessons to the princess. She 
told her daughter that she did not wish to see her fall into infidelity: “Vous avez de l’inclination 
pour M. de Nemours… Il y a déjà longtemps que je me suis aperçue de cette inclination  … vous 
êtes sur le bord du précipice ; il faut de grands efforts et de grandes violences pour vous en 
retenir” (108).  In the eyes of Madame de Chartres, Nemours represents a violent, constant and 
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permanent danger for the Princess. According to her, her daughter should get away from   him as 
quickly as possible for fear of fatal repercussions. To avoid falling from the “cliff”, she advised 
her daughter to leave the court; Madame de Clèves follows the advice of her mother and chooses 
to settle in the country. After her mother passes away, she becomes very sad not only because 
she loved her mother but also because she needed her mother to protect her against Nemours.  
With her mother gone she knows the battle between her emotions and flesh will be more 
difficult; and now she is all alone but she begins to think of M. de Cleves as someone who could 
protect her against Nemours. Therefore, because she needs some protection against Nemours, 
she begins to be friendlier to her husband. The day Nemours went   to the country to visit her, 
she refused to see him because she knew it was too dangerous and she didn’t trust   herself yet to 
be alone in his presence. However, it was exactly this kind of behavior of isolation of the 
princess, which has earned her one of her fiercest criticisms, coming from the writer Jean de 
Valincour who says that every time the princess is confronted with a situation, she chooses 
silence or isolation.“Valincour becomes angry because Madame  de Clèves, in almost all the 
main confrontations in the novel, simply says nothing or next to nothing, failing to reward her 
interpreting public with any form of expression more eloquent than a blush or a turn of a head ” 
(Dejean 889). From our perspective, readers of the 21st century, we agree with Valincour, 
because we can freely say that whenever  the princess is confronted with the difficulties in her 
life, she always choose  to escape, and for some, this may be a sign of weakness. But if we put 
the distance that the princess seeks in the context of the seventeenth-century, we will see that it 
shows the strength of the princess. The fact that she wants to get away when everybody tries to 
be in the court, is quite subversive. Here, silence is invested with a lot of meaning. The reader of 
this novel therefore understands what Jean de Valincour does not understand: That la “Princesse 
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de Clèves” says much by saying nothing. And we also might think of this as following through 
on her mother’s educational principles too. Right after her husband passes away, the princess 
takes herself away from the court to avoid bad influences, just like her mother had done when 
she was younger.  
Beyond the education given by her mother, an important part of the princess’s education 
is the “récits enchâssés” of following characters: Mme de Valentinois (Diane de Poitiers), 
Madame de Tournon, Anne de Boulen, and Vidame de Chartres. The first “récit enchâssé” was 
told by Madame de Chartres. By telling this story to her daughter, she is trying to prove to the 
princess that love between a man and his mistress does not always last, that men change 
mistresses all the time. She wants her daughter to know about the instability of passion, and its 
horrible consequences.  This first story is about the intimacy between King Henry II and Mme de 
Valentinois. We know that before becoming Henri II's mistress, Madame de Valentinois was the 
mistress of Henri II's father, Francis Ier. And then she became the mistress of Henry II because 
Francis Ier has a younger mistress, and she was jealous of her. Also, the eldest son of Francis Ier 
died and the king was very sad because it was his favorite son. Thus, Madame de Valentinois 
decides to become the son's mistress and she will eventually   create a much more pleasant man, 
and the future king. Indeed, one of the pedagogical aspects of Madame de Chartres is to warn her 
daughter of the dangers of passion. It was the Princess’s questioning which caused her mother to 
speak to her prematurely to tell this story. She begins by asking questions about love because she 
wants to understand a little more about it, and also because she is in love with Nemours. 
Madame de Chartres thought it was not good to hide the reality of love from her daughter; on the 
contrary, she talked a great deal about love. “ Elle faisait souvent à sa fille des peintures de 
l’amour” (76). We could see this as the continuation of this education. However, now it is the 
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Princess who is asking questions, she begins to be more active in her own education. Instead of 
passively listening to a story, she is looking for information. In this particular “ “récit enchâssé”, 
we can draw lessons as  the danger of love, the treacherous  passion, the passion that changes all 
the time, the importance of maintaining a good  reputation, and the importance of appearances. 
At the end, Madame de Chartres teaches us not to judge on appearances because if we do, one 
would often be deceived because what is visible on the surface does not always reflect the truth.  
 The second “récit enchâssé” is from Monsieur de Clèves to his wife Madame de Clèves. 
He is telling her   about the state of mind of his friend Sancerre. M. de Cleves tells this story to 
the Princess in order to draw her attention to the damage caused by the dangers of love, lies, and 
secrecy. Sancerre in this story is very sad and his sadness was caused by his lover Madame 
Tournon. In this narrative we notice the disloyalty and duplicity of Madame Tournon towards 
Sancerre. Sancerre, who was really in love with her, was totally shocked by the news of her 
infidelity, and M. de Clèves, referring to his friend, compare him to a man who  “ n’avait plus de 
raison.” This story, contrasts the differences of character between the Princess and Madame de 
Tournon. The Princess is sincere, honest, truthful, frank and naive, and Madame de Tournon is 
simply the incarnation of lies and hypocrisy: “Mme de Tournon is and is not what she appears to 
be. Her identity varies according to the perspectives of the character who views her” (Stone 252). 
This quote sums up very well the personality of Mme de Tournon. According to Stone, she is 
like a ‘chameleon’; she has the ability to change her ‘color’ to suit her environment at any 
moment. The lesson of this second  “récit enchâssé” is that it is wiser not to keep secrets; and the 
Prince of Clèves, in order to assert that lesson, confesses to  his wife in these terms : « La 
sincérité me touche d'une telle sorte que je crois que si ma maîtresse, et même ma femme, 
m'avouait que quelqu'un lui plût, j'en serais affligé sans en être aigri » (116-117). Here the Prince 
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is telling his wife that even if she told him that she has a lover, while he would be upset, but not 
too angry, because he prefers to know the truth. Here we see that between the story, which is the 
story of Madame de Valentinois, and this one, now Madame de Clèves is beginning to 
understand love. At the end of this second “récit enchâssé”, we see some sort of progression 
between these different narratives, and the relationship between the princess and these narratives 
also. What’s obvious is that at this moment, the princess becomes more and more involved. She 
begins to ask questions but here, there is a kind of progression and she sees herself in this story 
and Monsieur de Clèves puts her in this story.  And just like   Madame de Tournon, she uses the 
death of her mother to hide her true feelings of love, of which there are some parallels between 
her and Madame de Tournon. At this moment the Princess is troubled because she can easily 
project herself into this story. When her husband told her that he would rather her tell him the 
truth than lie, she was in shock and troubled: “ Ces paroles firent rougir Madame de Clèves, et 
elle y trouva un certain rapport avec l’état où elle était, qui la surprit et qui lui donna un trouble 
dont elle fut longtemps à se remettre” (117). At this moment, she identifies with the story 
because she realizes that the love she felt for Nemours was still alive, and this makes her feel 
guilty. And here her husband’s story is implicating her and also urging her ‘indirectly’ to confess 
to any infidelities. This also speaks on the urgency she had to maintain her loyalty and 
faithfulness to her husband.  
The third “ récit enchâssé ” is about Anne de Boulen, told by the  Queen Dauphine. This 
story contains  a lesson about the dangers of jealousy. The Queen dauphine wanted Madame de 
Clèves to learn about the potential consequences of jealousy.  According to this account, when 
Anne de Boulen was in France, she became acquainted with Protestantism with Margaret of 
Navarre who was a Protestant and then she brought Protestantism back to England. It was her 
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strategy to marry Henri VIII. Anne de Boulen is also the mother of Elisabeth, the present queen 
(seventeenth-century) of England. This story is told by queen dauphine also because the princess 
wants to know whether the Queen of England is beautiful or not; And Queen Dauphine tells her 
that she thinks that the Queen of England is very beautiful, but if she looks like her mother, she 
will be extraordinary. At the end, Anne de Boulen is guillotined because she is accused of 
infidelity and Henri VIII becomes jealous; her death is the tragic consequence of jealousy. 
Ironically, the princess at this moment is jealous of the queen, because Nemours   may marry the 
Queen of England but also the princess still has doubt about confessing her love for someone to 
her husband; she is concerned about his reaction. She is thinking that this story might hide a 
message about the dangers of jealousy; and she reflects on the possible consequences of this 
jealousy for herself and her husband. 
The fourth and final “récit enchâssé” is about the letter found by the princess. At first, the 
Vidame de Chartres told Nemours about it and Nemours in turn told the story to the Princess. 
The lesson here is to show the danger of lies. The Princess, after having read the letter, believed 
it was addressed to Nemours, and became very jealous. Fortunately for her, the letter belonged 
rather to the Vidame de Chartres. The Vidame, for fear of the Queen's anger, wants Nemours to 
declare that he is the addressee of this letter and he wanted him to take the letter away from 
Queen Dauphine. At this moment the letter itself has already been read by a lot of people.  
Through this process, Vidame has tried to manipulate his image with everyone. He hid the truth 
and now he suffers because of his lies. Another lesson that the princess also learns, is the danger 
of loving a “Galant homme” because in the text we see a lot of parallels between Nemours and 
Vidame, but Vidame is presented somehow in a pejorative way. When Nemours tells this story 
to the Princess, in which the lesson is “attention aux hommes gallants,” he uses this narrative to 
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convince the Princess that Nemours is innocent. The narrative allows the princess to love 
Nemours because that is when she learned that the letter was not from him. At this moment, she 
is more than willing to love Nemours. To conclude we can say that the main purpose of these 
“récits enchâssés” is to warn Madame de Clèves about the dangers of passion while giving her 
lessons on the life of the court. 
            Eventually, Madame de Chartres instilled in her daughter’s daily life a strict value during 
her living moments. In return, the princess   knew what her mother had taught her of fidelity and 
denying the feelings of the heart to remain so. She used her wisdom to make the better decision 
to abide by the rules of society. She used everything morally educational her mother taught, to 
control herself and stay faithful to her husband and maintain a virtuous in life. Although she was 
meticulously trained by her mother on views of the real world and love, the princess received a 
somewhat biased education. Her mother used a method that didn’t involve “real teachings’ but 
teachings of what society presented as real (acceptable in social standings).  As Stone remarks, 
“Can the princess, however, be expected to extract knowledge from her mother’s portraits of 
society? Mme de Chartres purports to show what is missing. “Do what I say”, she seems to 
counsel, “not what I say (show you) that others do” (Stone 249). Mme de Chartres is teaching 
her daughter to not truly listen with instinctive discernment, instead she wants her to believe in 
what society teaches. Madame de Chartres’s view was do what society says is right and thinks is 
right, instead of following the voice of your heart because it will lead you to look back in 
society’s eyes. Being a “virtuous woman” came with consequential costs.  Stone suggest that 
Madame de Chartres wanted her daughter to live a life based on what society feels is appropriate, 
yet society was corrupt. While talking about the first “récit enchâssé” with Madame de 
Valentinois(Diane de Poitiers), Stone observes: “ The example of Diane de Poitiers corrupts the 
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teaching of Madame de Chartres to the degree that it illustrates the existence of something real 
(vrai) albeit implausible ( invraisemblable): “Il est vrai, répondit-elle, que c’est ni le mérite, ni la 
fidélité de Mme de Valentinois qui a fait naître la passion du roi, ni qui l’a conservée” (Stone 
252).  Often times, especially parents and educators can give theoretical directions and 
instructions  but their actions contradict their words.  They say one thing but teach another. 
According to Stone, Madame de Chartres wasn’t hypocritical in her actions, but in the way she 
wanted her daughter to follow a society that she didn’t even trust.  
As far as other consequences of the pedagogical education of Mme de Chartres is 
concerned, it would be very difficult and even impossible for anyone to live up to this rigorous 
education. Madame de Chartres, in her lifetime, teaches her daughter the essential characteristics 
of “an honest woman.”  All this theory is very beautiful but the day to day practice is not easy. 
One has the impression that the majority of women who dare to adopt this education will be 
destined more or less to an imminent misfortune. According to Madame de Chartres, all the 
amorous appearances are deceptive and often fatal, which is not always the case. She spends her 
time talking to her daughter about “peu de sincérité des hommes, leurs tromperies et leur 
infidélité, les malheurs domestiques où plongent les engagements “(76). It is as if to insinuate 
that all men are deceitful, not sincere and unfaithful, which is not true; M. de Cleves is a perfect 
example.  Madame de Chartres also asks her daughter to get away from the dangers of the court, 
as if to imply that all women of the court are destined for tragedy. The negative side of this 
education is the fact that it favors isolation, disorientation, insecurities, and the fear of others.  
Another consequence was the fear of herself and true feelings. “Madame de Chartres 
advised her daughter to distrust herself (se défier de soi meme)”, in order to remain faithful to 
her husband… “A woman must abandon a controlling self image in favor of an identity 
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determined by her relation to her husband” (Stone 249). To live the life her mother wanted and to 
follow the strict teachings of her education, the Princess de Clèves had to abandon all she knew 
and all she was. She had to suppress her feelings of love for Nemours. Not only that, she had to 
suppress the feelings she had in general (Happiness, contentment, passion, etc…).  In the eyes of 
her mothers’ teachings, it was wrong to lust, look at, or even converse with the man she truly had 
an intense passion for. Consequentially, she lived a life torn between emotions, honor, and 
loyalty. She was truly miserable throughout her whole life because she was constantly watched 
and monitored by her mother, she never really had any freedom to be herself or a young woman, 
and she was forced to marry a man whom she didn’t love or have any emotional connection to. 
With this kind of strict education, it would not be easy for a woman to trust anyone, especially a 
man. According to Madame de Chartres, to be happy one must be married and one must be sure 
to "love your husband and be loved in return".  She thinks that without marriage, life is not worth 
living. Stone calls this the “symbolic importance of her assuming his last name in marriage” 
(Stone 249). Marriage in itself becomes the one and only accomplishment in a woman's life. Are 
they inferior to those who are married?  Madame de Chartres admitted herself that although 
virtue was capable of making a person grandiose, it was nevertheless difficult for women to live 
to those standards: «  … et combien la vertu donnait d’éclat et d’élévation à une personne qui 
avait de la beauté et de la naissance ; mais elle lui faisait voir aussi combien il était difficile de 
conserver cette vertu » (76).  In his article, Education and Gender in Choisy and  Lafayette, 
Harris states that one’s  outcome can be truly affected by education and upbringing  “the 
relationship between love and self-love, the power of female authority, the blurring of truth and 
illusion, and, in particular, the ambivalent impact that an unconventional upbringing can have on 
an individual” ( Harris 6).  Mme de Clèves stuck to her mother’s teachings and maintained 
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virtues. Despite her thoughts and feelings, after her mother and husbands’ death she didn’t fall in 
love with another. Instead, she dedicated herself to her loyalty, her promise to her dying 
husband, and her solitude.  On the other hand, we can also understand that virtue is an unfinished 
process, a continuous battle. In conclusion, we can say that Madame de Chartres, while trying to 
create a "perfect" princess, succeeds rather in shaping a vulnerable, fragile, timid and not very 
self-confident princess who at any moment has "extreme mistrust in herself”.  
Because of the insistence of Lafayette on “la beauté parfaite” of the princess, she 
suggests with no doubt that the princess for that reason will have an extraordinary future; 
therefore, she presents the princess as the very incarnation of perfection. In his article, Harris 
also speaks about the irony of the link between education and beauty. During the seventeenth-
century, things of divine nature were seen as beautiful. A woman with virtue, class, morals, and 
who are soft spoken were considered to be beautiful in these traits alone. It was even believed 
that a woman’s’ education and educator enhanced her beauty. “…Ironically, or otherwise, then, 
Lafayette and Choisy  portray their heroines’ physical perfection as being as much as a result of 
the educational process as is their social development” (Harris 8). De Cleves’s education, 
symbolically, represents her beauty.  
              In La Princesse de Clèves, the Princess's connection to the nobility, her humility, her 
sense of duty, her virtue and her fidelity to the end, evidently come from the rigorous and 
'perfect' education she obtained from her mother, Madame de Chartres. Madame de Chartres 
sacrificed herself all her life in order to transmit to her daughter the values which must be 
possessed by the “honest and just woman”. Nevertheless, the fragility of the Princess, her 
inexperience in court life, her youth, and the realities of   marriage challenged her with the 
inevitable consequences of a dangerous passion, thus predict a frightful destiny of the Princess. 
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But luckily, later, after the princess gets sick, something magical happens and she suddenly has a 
totally different perspective on life. She begins to detach herself from earthly life, and begins to 
think of life afterwards, in heaven. Little by little she detached herself from all that was 
happening here on earth, including her passion for Nemours. In the seventeenth-century, it is rare 
that passion and marriage are together. There is a lot of doubt about the durability of passion 
because we do not know what comes next. Passion is dangerous. Instead of choosing the 
unknown route of marriage with a man with whom she is passionate, instead of choosing the 
dangers and uncertainty of passion, in the end the Princess chooses tranquility and peace. She is 
finally free; she can do whatever she wants, and live her life as she intends to.  In the context of 
the seventeenth-century, this can be seen as a movement towards a new independence.  Just like 




CHAPTER 3: FROM CAPTIVITY TO KNOWLEDGE: THE STORY OF AN INCAN 
PRINCESS 
“Le plaisir d'être, ce plaisir oublié, ignoré même de tant d'aveugles humains; cette pensée si 
douce, ce bonheur si pur, je suis, je vis, j'existe, pourrait seul rendre heureux, si l'on s'en 
souvenait, si l'on en jouissait, si l'on en connaissait le prix” (Graffigny 1747). 
 
  Françoise de Graffigny, originally Françoise d'Issembourg d'Happoncourt, was born on 
February 11, 1695. She was married to an abusive husband named Huguet at the age of 
seventeen. After the marriage, the groom’s father gave them the Graffigny estates as a wedding 
gift and that is how she got the name Graffigny.  While in debt, Graffigny signed a document, 
which gave her the authorization to manage the couple’s finances. After that, her husband felt 
compelled to abandon Lorraine for Paris. She then sought favor from the ducal court in Lorraine; 
she became a favorite of the duchess, and lived comfortably for 15 years” (Yount 1).As a widow, 
Françoise de Graffigny was free from her brutal and drunken husband, but she never totally 
overcame the financial disruptions and the psychological damage due to her marriage. However, 
the death of her husband would be the beginning of a fresh new start for her. In this chapter, first 
I will discuss the path of Graffigny’s self- education. Then, in a very detailed discussion, I will 
analyze her heroine Zilia’s education in every step of her journey.  
Françoise Graffigny did not have the luxury to attend schools or universities. She had no 
formal education, and depended totally on her social acquaintances to educate her. Graffigny was 
a perfect example of how women with determination, despite all odds against them, could 
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achieve anything, including an education. “…She had a passion for learning and was self-taught 
through reading” (Diaconoff page7).  Many women in Graffigny’s time relied on other women to 
educate each other. For that purpose they joined intellectual gatherings known as salons. In those 
gatherings, they were free to ask for advice and also speak their mind. “Women of Graffigny’s 
time were educated, or rather educated themselves, through social interaction in other people’s 
salons, dining rooms, and gardens” ( Goldsmith and De Graffigny 708).As we see here the 
women’s social network plays a big role in t self-education. 
Right after the duchy’s court was dispersed and scattered over France, Graffigny began 
staying with royal members of the court and aristocrats who were also her close friends.  During 
her stay with various friends, she encountered five that were particularly important to 
understanding who Graffigny was, her actions, and success as a writer and role model for 
women’s self education. Amongst these friends were Antoine Devaux, Voltaire, and Madame du 
Châtelet. As Vanpée remarks, Graffigny’s relationship with these important intellectuals of her 
time were essential to her development as a writer: “her struggle for independence paralleled her 
development as an author and how her social gifts for forming friendships and intellectual bonds 
with many of the period’s renowned authors, philosophers, and playwrights helped her create the 
network and support crucial to succeed as a writer, a dramatist and a salonnière” (Vanpée 778).  
In 1733, she met François Antoine Devaux, who would be a lifelong friend and 
correspondent. Graffigny and Devaux fed from one another’s intellect. He was a lawyer aspiring 
to be a writer and she was a writer at heart trying to arrive on the literary scene. Graffigny and 
Devaux began writing corresponding with one another.   Graffigny and Devaux had written over 
hundreds of letters to one another. These letters served as a tool to show how challenging 
conditions were for women in the 18
th
 century. As Graffigny scholar English Showalter notes: 
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“The letters are a rich resource for historical sociologists as well as literary historians. They 
describe the daily habits of an 18
th
 century provincial noblewoman” (Goldsmith and De 
Graffigny 708). Graffigny   was just as intelligent as any man, and proved so with her numerous 
letters to Devaux and how she encoded them with riddles so no one could know the conversation 
except for both of them.  In fact it took several decades and many scholars to solve the encoded 
text of Graffigny’s letters; until they were finally deciphered by Showalter: “Not the least 
imposing of Showalter’s editorial task was the problem of deciphering the secret codes that the 
two friends invented and constantly changed to evade both official and unofficial censors” 
(Goldsmith and De Graffigny 708).   
 Devaux and Graffigny had an extraordinary friendship but while Devaux was a 
recognized intellectual, it was not always him advising her; she often took a role of advisor. 
Through their letters we can see how Graffigny’s influence helped Devaux educationally and 
morally. Devaux was a smart man and was recognized by the “Academie de Stanislas”. During 
one of his letters to Graffigny he confided that he was to accept an award and write a speech. He 
was so nervous and pouting about it. Graffigny took a role of advisor, counseling him that if he 
waited for the perfect idea, he would never find it:  “Tu veux trouver des idees liées, toutes 
brandies. Voilà ce qui n’arrive jamais. Je te l’ai déjà dit : il faut écrire des bêtises, et ce n’est que 
comme cela qu’on se met en train” (Bostic  363). Graffigny’s comments to Devaux draw on her 
own experience of self-education.  She used the resources she had to educate herself even though 
they weren’t conventional at times.  
Although Graffigny and Devaux were as close as brother and sister, they still had their 
disagreements. From the letters it is plain to see that Devaux, an educated scholarly man, is 
offended by the education of a woman, Graffigny.  Devaux receives an honor in which he is to 
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be inducted into an honor society in the “Academie de Stanislas”. He is to give a speech at the 
Academy. While Devaux is filled with doubt and belittles himself, Graffigny is proud of him. 
Although he had his education as a lawyer, Devaux doesn’t feel he is “educated” enough to write 
a speech of acceptance. He expresses his doubts to Graffigny and being a good friend, she gives 
him several details and corrections that would make his speech for the Academie a great success. 
He doesn’t take her advice and becomes angry instead.  
This shows how inferior he feels educationally in comparison with Graffigny. This is said 
to be why he was so upset about her fraternal correction and educational side notes to his speech. 
Despite this disagreement they continued to correspond, but he expressed his dissatisfaction on 
her trying to correct him. He goes even further and doesn’t use any of her corrections in his 
academic speech. After hearing his speech, she notices that Devaux didn’t use any of her words 
or corrections in the speech and vowed she will not try and correct him anymore. “Je n’ai fait 
que parcourir ta lettre. Je vois en gros que tu ne fais nul cas de mon travail sur ton discours…Le 
travail ne m’a jamais tant coûté. Et en réalité j’étais bien bête de croire que je pouvais t’être de 
quelque utilité. Je devais être bien convaincue du contraire. Il faut cependant se corriger et 
j’espère que je le suis” (Bostic 364).  
In another letter, Graffigny and Devaux have tension because she is confronting him 
about several things unrelated to morals or standards. She lashes out at him because of his 
illegible handwriting. Devaux never seems to accept or want to hear anything Graffigny had to 
say as far as critiquing or correcting him. A perfect example is Devaux’s handwriting. “She 
complains to Devaux that his handwriting is difficult to read, he leaves out words, that the sheets 
of paper he uses are too small, and that he had not organized their letters” (Bostic 365). Devaux’s 
lack of compassion and hatred for criticism hindered his success in some ways. Women who 
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were trying to teach themselves, especially women in the eighteenth-century who were not 
allowed to go to school, could have used him as an inspiration just as Graffigny.  Those who had 
courage to self-educate themselves could have learned from him and that is why Graffigny was 
so hard on him; not to hurt but to help him educate others and educate himself. Graffigny had to 
address this to Devaux several times even drilling him on how he wasn’t as intelligent as he 
thought. According to Graffigny, Devaux lacked common sense and self-Knowledge.  Contrary 
to Devaux, she was willing to accept any constructive criticism, just as she wrote in one of her 
letters to Devaux. “ Je doute sans cesse si je ne me trompe pas, je serai toujours très obligée à 
ceux qui me feront voir mes fautes ”(365).  
Another social connection that influenced Graffigny was with Voltaire.  Aside from his 
intellectual attributes, Voltaire had other things in common with Graffigny such as their friend 
Émilie du Châtelet. Châtelet and Voltaire were lovers, friends and educational comrades. 
Graffigny met Voltaire during a short three month stay in Châtelet’s home after starting her new 
beginning. Châtelet and Voltaire wrote a book in 1737 explaining the theory of Newton’s law, 
entitled Eléments De La Philosophie De Newton Mis à la portée de tout le monde. Through this 
book, as an enlightenment philosopher, Voltaire wants to make his knowledge accessible to 
everyone, to allow a new kind of self-education by explaining subjects that had previously only 
been accessible to select educated few.  Voltaire and Châtelet felt that Newton’s theory should be 
introduced to the French culture: “They both believed that bringing Newton's work that 
explained principles of gravity, optics, and light into the French language was a work of major 
importance” (Birkenstock ).  During the period in which Madame de Graffigny lived with 
Madame de Châtelet, Châtelet introduced Graffigny to many things such as educational 
knowledge, social gatherings filled with information, and how to thrive as a woman during the 
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eighteenth-century. Graffigny striving to be a self-educated woman led her to become a 
legendary eighteenth-century French female author. She was well known and respected amongst 
her colleagues.  
Social gatherings were often held in Madame de Châtelet’s’ parlor. Graffigny and other 
women who wanted to be socially and self-educated would attend. Amongst these friends were 
Devaux, Voltaire, Rousseau and others. Knowledge about politics, women’s lifestyle and 
conditions of the eighteenth-century, and social and cultural aspects were also discussed: 
“Châtelet often hosted salons to which she invited intelligent men to discuss scientific issues. It 
was in salons like these that she struck up a special friendship with the great French writer 
Voltaire” (Ohri-Vachaspati). Graffigny gained a lot of her education and she did it in a social 
circle with many renowned socialites, authors, philosophers, and educated women.  
Although Graffigny and Voltaire frequented the same social circles, they didn’t have 
many documented recorded correspondences. But still, Voltaire was an inspiration for her in 
many ways.  In numerous correspondences she spoke often and highly of Voltaire. During her 
stay with Madame de Châtelet, she received a book from Voltaire, his   Eléments de la 
Philosophie de Newton. Her conversation with Voltaire intrigued her so much she instantly 
began reading the book he recommended. She was so fascinated by Voltaire’s book that she 
wrote to Devaux in one of her letters mentioning the book and who had given it to her. She 
mentions to him, “je me Suis mis à lire Newton au lieu de t’écrire, oui, au lieu de t’écrire, 
quoique je mourusse d’envie: mais il falloit aussi marquer un peu d’empressement en pouvoir en 
parler le soir” (Goldsmith and De Graffigny  708). According to Graffigny, this book was so 




Voltaire’s play “Alzire” was one of the Graffigny’s inspirations for Lettres d’Une 
Péruvienne.  His play was about the Spanish conquests during that time. Graffigny’s novel was 
about the difficulties a young Peruvian woman faced during the Spanish conquest.  She began 
reading books about the history of the Incan people. This gave her more insight on the novel she 
was writing. True to habit, Graffigny wanted to learn as much as she could about the history of 
the people that inspired Voltaire’s play and her work in progress, Lettres d’Une Péruvienne. 
Now that we know a little about Graffigny’s social life, and her determination to educate herself 
against all odds, we may now see if her craving for knowledge will also impact her heroine Zilia 
in Lettres d’une Péruvienne. 
Published in 1747, Graffigny’s epistolary novel Lettres d’une Péruvienne is an epistolary 
was so popular that by 1748 there were fourteen editions printed. The main argument in this 
novel is mostly about an encounter with other cultures. Many writers of this period wanted to 
provoke a sense of dépaysement in their readers because they believed that this experience of 
disorientation was a very rich source of knowledge about their own culture. By using the 
epistolary style, Graffigny denounces the failings of society under the fictitious pen of Zilia, a 
young Peruvian woman who was taken by force by the Spaniards and adopted later on by the 
French. Many parallels exist between Graffigny’s life and the protagonist of her novel.  Just like 
Graffigny, Zilia embodies strength, boldness, self-education, and resilience.  The journey she 
took was clearly an impact and personal touch of Graffigny’s life in the heroin Zilia. In Lettres 
d’une Péruvienne, Graffigny also denounces the inequality in a society when it comes to the 
relations between women and men; therefore she put an emphasis on the lack on women’s 
education in the eighteenth-century. Throughout her book, she insisted in a woman’s ability to 
educate herself.    
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           Although to Graffigny, it was the Peruvian’s lack of education about the outside world 
and lack of knowledge of the people that made them more vulnerable to the invading Spaniards. 
In  the  “ Introduction historique”  to her novel, Graffigny  states: “La  nation de  Pérou était 
encore dans cet égard dans l’enfance et en même temps, dans la fleur de son Bonheur” (43).  
Even though the Peruvians weren’t considered up to date with other countries, Graffigny 
presented them as happy and moral people. They had their own system of learning and historical 
recollection and it sufficed for their needs and wants; this made them victims to the Spaniards. 
The Spaniards used the Peruvians ignorance of them and their beliefs in their culture to befriend 
and then destroy them. “ Cette fable ridicule s’était malheureusement conservée parmi les 
Péruviens, et dès qu’ils virent les Espagnols avec de grandes barbes, les jambes couvertes et 
montés sur des animaux dont ils n’avaient jamais connus l’espèce, ils crurent voir en eux les fils 
de ce Viracocha qui s’était dit fils du soleil ” (Graffigny 41).  When the Peruvians first saw the 
Spaniards, they thought they were Gods and their horses were monsters that were tamed by the 
‘Gods’.  So the Incas, thinking they were worshiping Gods and the prophecy of their spirituality, 
provided them with gold, money and variety of offerings. Graffigny speaks about the Spaniards’ 
greed and lack of humanity toward the Peruvian people, their religion, and their temple. The 
Spaniards cared more about what glittered, taking away any thought or compassion for the 
spiritual and symbolic meaning, the temple and its ornaments had to the Peruvians; and more 
important taking no humane empathy in consideration of the Peruvian people: “ Un peuple 
entier, soumis et demandant grâce, fut passé au fil de l’épée. Tous les droits de l’humanité violés 
laissèrent les Espagnols les maîtres absolus des trésors d’une des plus belles parties du monde. »  
(Graffigny 42).  If the Peruvians would have had knowledge to question the outsiders in any 
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way, instead of immediately accepting them, they would have found out the nature of their true 
intentions. The Spaniards came to ravage their land, people, and treasures.  
As far as the education of the Peruvians is concerned, Graffigny describes it as a more 
practice-based than theory-based: “On savait au Perou autant de géométrie qu’il en fallait pour la 
mesure et le partage des terres” ( Graffigny 46). They learn just enough to help them accomplish 
their daily activity.  According to Graffigny, they did not put any emphasis on the medicine 
because they did not think they would benefit anything from it. They already knew secrets or 
home remedies for little accidents or not serious illness. The other thing we can say about the 
Peruvians’ education is the fact that they are hardworking people; they do not use any equipment 
to do the job for them. Whatever task they may do, they relied on their own ability, without any 
help from  technology : “ Sans aucun instrument de fer, ni d’acier, et à force de bras seulement, 
les Péruviens avaient pu renverser des rochers, traverser les montagnes les plus hautes pour 
conduire leur superbes aqueducs,  ou  les routes qu’ils pratiquaient dans tout leur pays” 
(Graffigny 46). 
 Like Agnès and the Princesse de Clèves, Zilia began her life in isolation in a temple in 
Peru. She received a different education from the other women because she was the princess of 
the sun destined for a Prince: “Les vierges consacrées au soleil  étaient élevées au temple  
presque en naissant  et y gardaient une perpétuelle virginité, sous la conduite de leurs Mamas, ou 
gouvernantes ” (Graffigny 44).  Here we see that unlike other “regular” women in Peru, Zilia is 
different, exceptional. She is subjected to a special treatment because of the position she 
occupies in her society. She is the ‘daughter of the sun’ destined for a bright future with the 
descendant of the Inca (Aza). Zilia, by starting her education at a young age, has acquired a 
strong motivation for her passion for knowledge, and she also believed that Aza, her future 
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husband is the reason why she is pursuing it: “Si tu étais un homme ordinaire, je serais restée 
dans l’ignorance à laquelle mon sexe est condamné; mais ton âme, supérieure aux coutumes, ne 
les a regardées que comme des abus ; tu en as franchis les barrières pour m’élever jusqu'à toi. Tu 
n’as plu souffrir qu’un être semblable au tien fût borné à l’humiliant avantage de donner la vie à 
ta postérité ” ( 52 ).  Throughout this book, Zilia’s desperation for true knowledge grew 
constantly. With this in mind, this will help in the future to boost her awareness about French 
people’s language, lifestyle, and culture. Zilia is ready to put herself in environments where there 
are many different ideas and perspectives that are unknown to her.  
When the Spaniards came to capture Zilia, her capture is a symbol to an end of her 
isolation experienced in the temple in Peru and the beginning of a new life.  Zilia had been put 
on a Spaniard ship and was being whisked away to a new and foreign land. She traveled from 
Peru to Spain and from Spain to France. During this trip she was isolated from others, which she 
was used to, so she turned to what she knew best; her quipos. This form of communication and 
documentation was like her journal and historical renditions of Incan legends, morals, and 
traditions for future generations to come.  Quipos is an art form that allows us to truly see the 
complex level of education Zilia had in the Peruvian culture.  She had the drive and was eager to 
teach herself, and whatever she was going through, she was determined to keep in touch with 
Aza mostly through the quipos regardless of the difficulty. Through her quipos, she complained 
to Aza about the conditions in which she was being kept, the rudeness and immorality of her 
captures, and how their lack of values disgusted her. Zilia was delighted to go to her quipos for 
the slightest bit of peace of mind and comfort, being so far away from home and her people. At 
this particularly time, her quipos are the only thing that can give her comfort and peace “Que j’ai 
souffert, mon cher Aza, depuis les derniers noeuds que j’ai consacrés! La privation de mes 
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quipos manquait au comble de mes peines… On m’a enfin rendu le trésor de ma tendresse ; mais 
je l’ai acheté par  bien des larmes ” (Graffigny 63).  Here, Quipos are more than a cultural 
pastime to keep women busy. Quipos served multiple purposes. In Zilia’s case it was a 
historically rich way of documenting life stories and other events; it was a comfort for her. When 
there was no Aza, no temple, and no Peruvian language; there were always quipos. It represents 
her freedom to grieve, express, and dream. 
While staying in France, Zilia began seeing many things that upset and even shocked her.  
In Lettres d’une Peruvienne the heroine makes the comparison between the education of women 
in Peru and France. Zilia speaks about how inequality exists because of society. By her being a 
woman and an outsider, these qualities are what make her well qualified to criticize a women's 
place in a French society. Her most compelling criticism of these women is their lack of proper 
education. Zilia is very disappointed to find that French women do not have access to a good 
education. Many of them cannot even speak their own language. In her letter to Aza,  Zilia  
wrote:“Elles ne sont pas mieux instruites sur la connaissance du monde, des hommes et de la 
société. Elles ignorent jusqu'à l’usage de leur langue naturelle ; il est rare qu’elles la parlent 
correctement, et je ne  m’aperçois pas  dans une extrême surprise que je suis à présent plus 
savante qu’elles à cet égard.”(Graffigny 147). Zilia seems in a state of pity and remorse for the 
women of the French culture. She even went a step further by saying that the only “education” 
these women are concerned about is their looks. It is  all about their appearances and nothing 
else: “ Régler les mouvements du corps, arranger ceux du visage, composer l’extérieur, sont les 
points essentiels de leur education” (Graffigny 145). These women are defined solely by their 
image which put a lot of pressure on them, to always look their best under any circumstances, no 
matter what they are going through. Therefore, their emotion, feelings, dignity, voice have no 
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meaning. The only thing that matter for them is what they present on the outside for everybody 
to see, the superficial. Also, the tone Zilia uses here, speaks of great disappointment and shame 
for the way women are drastically uneducated and looked upon as nothing but trinkets to observe 
and serve. In some cases, women are treated as if they were invisible. This shows that in France 
what counts the most is the appearance; everything is artificial, shallow, and fake. Through Zilia 
eyes, we can see a sharp contrast between the French values and the Incas.  
 Zilia also criticized the way children are raised in France.  She believes that the way they 
acted as an adult had a lot to do with the way they were raised. She contrasted the children’s 
education in Peru and France. In Peru, children are allowed to play and explore; and while doing 
it, if for example they get hurt, it’s a not a big deal. It will only make them stronger, physically 
and mentally.  They are not pacified but made stronger by the experience and used it as a life 
lesson, however, in France: “ Dans le premier âge les enfants ne paraissent destinés qu’au 
divertissement des parents et de ceux qui les gouvernent… on leur donne des fausses idées de ce 
qui se présente à leur sens…on augmente leur sensibilité et leur faiblesse naturelle par une 
puérile compassion pour les petits accidents qui leur arrivent : On oublie qu’ils doivent être des 
hommes ” (Graffigny 144). Zilia condemns the way the French are raising their kids. They lack 
the motivation of hard work, discipline, love, and courage to confront future obstacles in life.   
Once again, French children’s moral and ethical values are completely different from the 
Incas’ children. When it comes to young girls in Peru, they learn quipos and the virtue of 
themselves. Their value is taught to them at a young age and they know how truly special they 
are.  Boys are taught how to be strong men and not let simple things in life befall them to failure 
or weakness: “On sait  au Pérou, mon cher Aza, que pour préparer les humains à la pratique des 
vertus, il faut leur inspirer dès l’enfance un courage et une certaine fermeté d’âme qui leur 
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forment un caractère decidé ; on l’ignore en France” ( Graffigny 144) On the other hand, French 
children are raised from the very beginning knowing judgment; being taught things that will be 
appeasing to their parents and society.  In France, the child’s education is not that  important. 
What mattered is the way they look, behave, and how good they make their families look. 
Parents have no will to teach them things that will make them ready for the future and adulthood. 
They are not equipped for the tough world that is ahead of them. To the adults, the kids are 
nothing but another possession.   
           When Zilia first arrived  in France, she did not know  how to speak  French yet, all she did 
was  use  the observations and interpretations and sign languages from Déterville : “ Les signes 
du Cacique me sont quelquefois plus utiles. L’habitude nous en fait une sorte de langage, qui 
nous sert au moins à exprimer nos volontés ” (Graffigny 75). Most of the time, Zilia was paying 
more attention on the appearance of the French people. At one instance, while at the party 
wearing her Peruvian costume, she became the laughing stock of the party but it didn’t faze her 
at all because in her mind, she thought that the French people were just stupid and ignorant. In 
one of her letters to Aza, Zilia says: «  Et portant toute mon attention sur ces femmes, je cru 
démêler que la singularité de mes habits causait seule la surprise des uns et les ris offensants des 
autres ; j’eus pitié de leur faiblesse. » (Graffigny 76). Zilia at this point had pity for the French 
women because they do not understand her culture. As Zilia’s thirst for knowledge continued, we 
can see and understand her frustration.  She expresses the difficulty in which she is writing,  and 
the constant fight  she is  going through , can be a reference to the struggle of all French women 
who do not have access to a good education. To confirm that burning desire to Aza , in one of 
her letters, she said: “ ...mon cher Aza , je cherche des lumières avec une agitation qui me 
dévore,  et je me trouve sans cesse dans la plus profonde obscurité” ( Graffigny 72). Here we can 
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feel both Zilia’s frustration and determination to get out of the ‘dark age’ and enter the world of 
knowledge, and freedom.  
To begin her path of self-education in French culture, she starts with her servant, her  
“China”. She wanted to try to speak French with her but her servant is not very interested and 
does not have the ability. Disappointed, Zilia  expresses her  frustration to Aza in these words: “ 
Je ne laisse échapper aucune  occasion de m’en instruire; je profite de tous les leçons que 
Déterville me laisse en liberté pour prendre les leçons de ma China; c’est une faible ressource, ne 
pouvant lui faire entendre mes pensées, je ne puis former aucun raisonnement avec elle” 
(Graffigny 75). Then she tried with Céline (Déterville’s sister) but discovered very quickly that 
Celine’s knowledge was quite limited. According to Zilia, Celine talks all the time about her 
family and her love life. It seemed her education of the culture in which she was born and raised 
was lacking to say the least.  Zilia believes that Céline doesn’t have a good source of knowledge 
when it comes to Geography, books, and the world in general; so Zilia becomes frustrated once 
again. After these attempts, Zilia tries in vain to gain knowledge from religious authorities but 
again, she faced a wall. She discovered, in fact, that they weren’t very educated because of their 
religion. They deliberately wanted to remain ignorant because they believed that the pursuit of 
worldly knowledge was blasphemy.  At her last attempt, Zilia found a religious man, a man who 
supposedly is “instruit de tout” and in one of her letters to Aza she announced him the ‘exciting’ 
news: “Je ne manquerais plus de matière pour t’entretenir, mon cher Aza; on m’a fait parler à un 
Cusipata, que l’on nomme ici religieux: instruit de tout, il m’a promis de ne me rien laisser 
ignorer. Poli comme un grand seigneur, savant comme un Amauta…son entretient, plus utile 
qu’un livre, m’a donné une satisfaction que je n’avais goûtée depuis que mes malheurs m’ont 
séparée de toi” (Graffigny 103-104). Here we can clearly see that Zilia was very happy and 
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encouraged with the teaching of this religious man, who will instruct her about literature, 
geography, and the world in general. She finally found somebody who would open her mind to 
the wonders of the world and maybe tell her how to find her way back to Peru. In her mind, this 
religious man, and wise scholar, will ultimately make her dreams come true. However, her 
excitement will be short lived when she found out that the Cusipata is not there to teach her any 
of that.  To her surprise, he will be also limited because he doesn’t think that Zilia should learn, 
travel, or be independent. He refused to tell her how she can find her way back home; he even 
declined to tell her about her country. According to him she couldn’t go without Déterville’s 
permission; he laughed at her every time she asked him a question about different authors and 
their books, also he tried to diminish her relationship with Aza .  Obviously,  he did not take her 
seriously and Zilia was very disappointed , frustrated , and exasperated , she wrote :  “ A ces 
paroles incensées, la plus vive colère s’empara de mon âme, j’oublia la modération que je 
m’étais prescrite, je l’accablai de reproches, je lui appris ce que je pensais de la fausseté de ces 
paroles … et sans attendre ses excuses, je le quittai, et  je courus m’enfermer dans ma chambre, 
où j’étais sûre qu’il ne pouvait me suivre » (Graffigny 107).  Because of all these obstacles, Zilia 
became more and more discontented; all she ever wanted was to learn but she simply cannot find 
the proper way.  At one point in the text, Zilia indicated that the education given to women is 
very different from the one learned from the women in the French society and she really wants to 
show that the inferiority of the women in the French society is not because of biology, nor the 
difference in women’s brain, it is because of education; There is a cultural reason behind this 
inferiority, and according to Zilia, it is not something natural:  
 Ne crois pas non plus que le dérangement de la conduite des femmes vienne de leur 
mauvais naturel. En general il me semble que les femmes naisssent ici, bien plus 
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communément que chez nous, avec toutes les dispositions nécesaires pour égaler les 
hommes en mérite et en vertus… quand tu sauras qu’ici  l’autorité est entièrement du côté 
des hommes, tu ne douteras pas, mon cher Aza, qu’ils ne soient responsable de tous les 
désordres de la société  (Graffigny 148).  
Once again Zilia insisted on the fact that just as men, women have the same capability to succeed 
in life; but society does not give them the chance to prove themselves. In other words society 
works against them on any front, whether it’s on education, work, and marriage and so on. Zilia 
believes that society definitely put men’s well-being above women.  
As time goes by, Zilia became more advanced in her learning. At this point she has 
mastered the French language a little more. She can push her exploration of French culture a 
little further and now she is no longer limited to the observations of their appearance. Expressing  
her excitement on her progress, in one of her letters, she said : “  je ne parlais encore français 
lorsque Déterville partit; combien de choses n’avais-je pas à lui apprendre! Combien 
d’éclairssisement à lui demander! Je voulais tout dire à la fois, je disais mal, et je parlais 
beaucoup » (Graffigny 109).  Now she has a better understanding of their culture, of their morals 
and their virtues; she has a better grasp of the French culture and language. Now Zilia is finding 
ways to express herself and not to offend the society of which she has become a part.  According 
to Zilia, Nothing is authentic when it comes to the French. One day, Zilia went to the theater to 
see two different presentations. She first went to a tragedy, then a comedy. After the shows, she 
did not understand why so many French were so fascinated by it. She thought that French people 
who love the theater that much ,must be  disturbed in some way: She makes a comparison 
between Peru and France in that matter: “ Pourrait-on  croire mon cher Aza , qu’un peuple entier 
dont les dehors sont si humain, se plaise à la représentation des malheurs ou des crimes qui ont 
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autrefois avili ou accablé ses semblables?… Si cette pensée est juste, que je plaindrais cette 
nation ! La nôtre, plus favorisée de la nature, chérit le bien par ses propres attraits” (Graffigny 
93). According to Zilia, the French plays show the unhappiness of the French people, while in 
the Peruvian’s plays, the writers represent the memory of the wisest and most virtuous. They also 
represent the memory of men who do no longer exist, and it is about positive historical truths 
which serve as an institution of memory.   Despite all of the distractions and unexpected 
hardships, Zilia was determined to be educated and to continue this education as far and as long 
as she could; in any way possibly available.    
Eventually, as time passes by Zilia is learning more and more about the French language 
and its culture. Writing has always flowed in Zilia’s veins.  She always wanted to write and 
express her most forbidden thoughts. Writing and Aza are Zilia’s two reasons for being alive. 
And it is precisely for these different reasons that she was terrified when she realized that her 
quipos were about to end: “Il me reste si peu de quipos, mon cher Aza, qu’à peine j’ose en faire 
usage. Quand je veux les nouer, la crainte de les voir finir m’arrête, comme si en les épargnant, 
je pouvais les multiplier. Je vais perdre le plaisir de mon âme, le soutient de ma vie, rien ne 
soulagera le poids de ton absence. J’en suis accablée” (Graffigny 91). At this point in time, Zilia 
is panicking because she truly believes that she will lose her favorite way to communicate with 
the outside world and she does not want to experience the loneliness and the rejection of Aza and 
the French. It is at this point that she begins to learn how to write in French. Just as we said 
previously, Zilia is craving more knowledge; she wants to control the world around her; 
therefore, she believes that her education will be her best weapon. To keep that alive, she had to 
find an immediate need to learn to write in French.  
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One day Déterville and Céline decided to surprise Zilia with an unprecedented gift, a 
beautiful house. Although Zilia loved the house, her favorite part was the library. When Zilia 
saw the library, she was in awe. She knew then that she was in the possession of the most 
powerful tool for freedom called books. Now that she was able to read the words herself, she 
knew without a doubt that she was about to open the door to a world of wonder. Talking about 
her library in one of her letters, she said: “ j’étais dans un tel enchantement, que je  croyais ne 
pouvoir les quitter sans les avoir tout lus”  (Graffigny 155). Zilia knew that through the words 
printed in those books, her imagination would transport her from which ever destination she 
wanted to go. She could finally fathom new adventures and experiences; and that is exactly the 
reason why talking about the magic of reading, Suellen Diaconoff said: “… reading is a means 
toward personal fulfillment… It is a way of expressing the world and coming to find one’s place 
in it. The book is simultaneously a pleasure and a challenge” (Diaconoff 5).  Now Zilia is free to 
read whatever she wants to read with an open mind, and therefore educate herself. Now the ball 
is in Zilia’s field, and it’s time for her to turn that spark of reading into a fire of knowledge. 
Despite the many obstacles she faced, Zilia’s self-education progressed through her 
building social connections. While this networking was originally against her will, as time went 
on, Zilia found herself learning more than she could have imagined.  She had become more 
interested in the people that she had once resented. Praising them, in sorts, for teaching her so 
much. In Zilia’s mind the most important thing aside from her lover, was her self-education and 
the education of the French culture. With her being educated, she would have the key to 
communication.  She also yearned to learn more about the newfound world she had been 
engulfed in and forced to become a part of. In Lettres d’une Péruvienne, “Graffigny crée un type 
radicalement nouveau de l'héroïne épistolaires, un modèle pour l'âge des Lumières" (Graffigny 
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5). As we know, the enlightenment period was a period of revolution, freedom, a period with 
new possibilities of learning, new opportunities, the total opposite of the previous century that 
was invested in darkness; and Zilia was ready to take any road which would take her to 
knowledge no matter the risks.  
Through great determination, Zilia just as Graffigny, became self-educated, and both 
moved beyond the conventional roles assigned to women in this time period. Even after Zilia 
found out that her most desirable Aza, had broken her heart and their vows to be with another 
woman, she still couldn’t bring herself to be in a romantic relationship with Déterville; the man 
whom had shown her so much kindness, affection, and knowledge of all things new.  
At the end, Zilia refused the marriage proposal from Déterville. All she wanted was a 
platonic, educational relationship from him. Because of the deception that happened with Aza, 
she had given up on love and wanted to focus her attention on further educating herself. In her 
last letter dedicated  to ‘Chevalier  Déterville’ she says : “ Il est mille moyens de rendre l’amitié 
intéressante et d’en chasser l’ennui. Vous me donnerez quelque connaissance de vos sciences et 
de vos arts… et je tâcherai de vous rendre agréables les charmes naïfs de la simple amitié  ” 
(Graffigny 167). In the end she chose to continue her education instead of following this other 
life with Déterville. Now that she knows the language, she is planning to spend a lot of time in 
her library. What was also interesting is the fact that Zilia is feeling so confident now to the point 
where she suggests she can educate Déterville: “Venez, Déterville, venez apprendre de moi à 
économiser les ressources de notre  âme et les bienfaits de la nature. Renoncer aux sentiments 
tumultueux, venez apprendre à connaître les plaisirs innocents et durables » (Graffigny 166). 
This quote is particularly important because it's the same thing Graffigny did to Devaux. Even 
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though Devaux was an educated lawyer, his dream was to become a writer, and Graffigny 
encouraged his ambition by educate him on a few things as how to write a proper speech.   
Besides Lettres d’une Péruvienne, many other literary works from the eighteenth-century    
were more focused on encounters with the other. In  Lettres d’une Péruvienne, Graffigny wants 
to provoke in the reader a sense of “dépaysement” because she believes that it was a very rich 
source of knowledge. In Lettres d’une Péruvienne, the character of Zilia is exceptional for two 
things: first  she refuses the  two choices  that women had  in the eighteenth-century: Women had 
a choice to be  married  or to be  secluded  in a convent;  and Zilia refused to choose any of 
those.  At the end, she decided to live alone, independent, and pursue her writing; and secondly 
she is also exceptional in a sense that her Peruvian identity puts her in a unique position to be 
able to criticize the French society especially regarding morals and the government. 
Graffigny was also determined to break the boundaries of close minded men and social 
figures who felt women had nothing to offer to the world of education and knowledge. She did 
so by publishing many works but not until after she had spent a decade’s journey of self and 
socially educating herself. This work is also reflected on her character Zilia. “Zilia is not a wife 
or mother; instead she reconfigures familial roles in her letters, emerging as an enlightened 
sister; in other words, rather than seeking transcendence through writing, this sister thrives in the 
materiality of writing itself” (Rutler  page4). Graffigny knew some of the most prolific and 
intelligent philosophers, socialites, and authors of her time. She socialized with them in parlors 
and listened eagerly to all the wisdom and knowledge they had to offer; she could have written 
of these exploits. Yet, Graffigny wanted to write and publish her thoughts about what was going 
on at the time. She lived in a time where it was difficult for women to become authors or 
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definitely get the recognition they deserved, but she did it. She surpassed the boundaries and 
obstacles that were in front of her.  
As Suellen Diaconoff put it, “ Graffigny used a new definition of virtue as independence  
and self- esteem to liberate heroines from conventional plot and lead them to new valorization of 
themselves and their right to happiness” ( Diaconoff page 7).  At the end, Graffigny wanted 
women to know that just as Zilia, they can accomplish anything in life as long as they put their 
mind to it; and they can do it without a husband by their side. Graffigny also wanted to prove 
through her literature that women were just as capable as some males.  By doing this, she forged 
a path for women to excel above what was expected and what they themselves believed they 
could aspire or achieve. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION: WOMEN’S EDUCATION: A WORK IN PROGRESS 
The analysis of the difficulties women faced during the seventeenth  and eighteenth  
century allowed us to delve into the journey women made  while trying to maintain an education 
and change the daily living conditions and values that they held in the importance of society.  It 
was no easy feat. During a reign where aristocratic and classicistic laws governed the land, 
women and men alike felt the pressure of being suppressed mentally, emotionally, financially, 
and educationally. Most felt a need to make the conditions even harder and give women no voice 
in matters of daily life; even things that affected them. To make matters worse this period 
muffled the opinions of women and stifled their educational growth, thus further hindering their 
ability to participate and be a productive part of society.  
 During these times, the isolation of women was used as a tool to keep them hidden 
from society. The ones guiding them used this to mold them into self-images and keep them 
from outer influences, the journey that female authors and women in general struggled with. The 
suffering and hardship represent the female willingness and relentless spirit to learn and become 
wise no matter what.  As we are slowly coming to  the end of our thesis, we observe that  our 
three heroines’(Agnès, Princesse de Clèves, Zilia,) learning process increased as time went by,  




In   L’École des Femmes, Agnès the protagonist  first is isolated  in a convent with nuns from the 
time she is 4 years old, then she was secluded in a house surveilled by  domestics who were 
‘simple d’esprit’. In these kinds of environments, she was taught no more than to read and write 
things of morals and virtue.  By her being socially isolated and not learning any common sense, 
she did not even have the ability to unmask the nonsense in Arnolphe’s theories.  Arnolphe uses 
a controlling set of rules for instance the ‘Maxims’ to isolate and keep Agnès ignorant and away 
from any outside influences. He did this in hopes that she would not cheat on him or make a fool 
of him. However, his goal to make a stupid wife backfires when Agnès met a young man named 
Horace. She then, became fascinated by learning new things about the world, and exploring these 
new lessons with her future husband Horace.  
  In La Princesse de Clèves, the princess is isolated and taken away from the court by 
her mother, Mme de Chartres. The Princess is taught morals, virtue, how not to fell for the 
dangers of passion, and how to maintain an unfailing loyalty to her husband. At the time, the 
castle was amuck in polygamous flings between royals, nobles and mistresses in the castle. 
Madame de Clèves saw that these influences could ruin her daughter by making her become 
immoral and jeopardizing her virtue; so, she took her away to teach her how to be the perfect 
wife. She taught her daughter to stunt her emotions of love and cast them aside; maintaining the 
view that the Princess should marry a man of good standing and respect in the community. She 
told the Princess to forget about the feelings she had for M. de Nemours and stay faithful to her 
husband. The Princess took to heart her mother’s advice and uses it to suppress her passion for 
Nemours. Although she never got to be with her true love, at the end, she chose her 
independence and decided to move to the countryside in pursuit of a peaceful and quiet life away 
from the frivolous and dangerous lifestyle of the court. 
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 In Lettres d’une Péruvienne, Zilia is taken captive from her home and traveled 
thousands of miles away to a new country and culture. Her life before this included a lavish 
lifestyle, and writing quipos. But she was also isolated in a Peruvian temple in order to learn and 
remain virtuous to her family, her future husband (Aza), and from any outside influences. 
However, Zilia did not let the isolation of being secluded in a   temple, nor her temporary lack of 
knowledge about her new found captor’s society, prevent her from thriving educationally and 
independently.  In the end, Zilia becomes a free and educated woman, who can now write and 
read books in French; and has even been able to blend into French society to the point of buying 
her own house  
 For all of these three brave young women, although their journeys are different, they 
were isolated for different and similar reasons in which their master, mother, or husband, felt 
would benefit their own selfish needs to be accepted in the eyes of society; a society which was 
influenced by men who taught them how to be submissive and obedient. Fortunately, it came a 
time where there was some outlook of hope when men few and far between began to speak out 
about the value of women in society, economics, and politics.  
 Although some philosophers thought there was a limit on what women could learn, 
attributed to natural and inevitable circumstances, they surpassed expectations. Not only did they 
bring forth questioning about the concept of the natural theory but proved that there were cultural 
influences that caused the problems that hindered women from gaining an education. During this 
thesis I learned so much I didn’t know before and also got to see researched evidence of how 
women rose above menial conditions and made their imprint on history.  If I were to do more 
research on this topic, there are definitely more questions I would ask, and some other sources I 
would use to further my analysis: La Vie de Marianne de Marivaux, Le Neveu de Rameau de 
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Diderot, Emile ou L’Éducation de Rousseau, and Discours sur le bonheur d’Émilie du Châtelet.  
These are very insightful sources in analyzing and understanding the conditions of women 
during the eighteenth-century and also the women who surpassed the trivial expectations set for 
them by society.  
 In Cameroon, when I was growing up, women’s education was considered secondary. 
My father, like many men before him, maintained and raised us based on our cultures in many 
ways; but unlike other men he was different when it came to my siblings and my education. He 
believed a woman must have an education because an ignorant woman will never reach her 
potential in life.  By being fortunate  to receive an education while growing up when others 
couldn’t, and being able to receive an education in America, definitely made me realize that the  
society in which one grows, and the way one is raised,  plays a big role in a person’ s life. 
 As of today, the education of girls in Cameroon is still a big problem; not only is it a 
cultural thing but also a choice which some parents cannot avoid because of their poor state of 
finances. Thus, girls are expected to be married at a very young age. Most families feel that little 
boys are the ones who need to be educated because according to society, boys are the strongest, 
the smartest, and the more capable; therefore, girls’ dreams and ambitions as usual are put on the 
back burner.  The young girl will have no choice but to stay home under the care of her father 
while waiting to get married as soon as possible. Her future is in the hands of a potential man, at 
home where she belongs, surrounded with household and never-ending chores. And that’s why 
in his article, Divine Ntaryike a Cameroonian journalist expresses his frustrations in this terms:  
 Cultural expectations of young girls are a major factor. Forty percent of girls abandon 
school before they reach the fourth and fifth years of primary education… Thirty-one 
percent of girls get married before the age of 15…Some parents prefer to give priority to 
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boys’ education with the reason that the girl will be going on marriage soon and there’s 
no need to invest in her. Some parents don’t have enough resources and prefer to focus 
on the education of the boy (Ntaryike). 
 Although some changes have been made, cultural control can still be seen and can have negative 
or hindering effects on women in Cameroon. As we said  earlier, it is a cultural norm for young 
Cameroonian girls to become married before they are even 15 years of age; came with  this, the 
stress of maintaining a household, having children, and the lack of the ability to have any 
freedom or anything for herself that cannot be taken away, for instance her education.  In most 
cases, after these young girls become married, their husbands take control of everything: 
finances, decisions, what to wear, who to see, and so on. This kind of practices reminds us 
Arnolphe in L’École des Femmes and the French women in Lettres d’une Péruvienne. 
 Even with some troublesome prevention with women’s education, I am still hopeful that 
one day, young women and girls in Cameroon will have the same chance as men to be educated.  
I also feel that time had allowed women to be able to step more  into the ranks with men in the 
educational, social, political, and economical field. Even though I am still a little skeptical, I am 
hopeful for the younger generation of Cameroonian women because the odds against them have 
been somehow decreased and the chance for opportunities has also increased. In an article 
entitled Cameroon’s Girl-Child Education Efforts Limping, we can see that things have changed 
drastically from when I was a young girl. “Cameroon has earned steady global plaudits for its 
efforts over the past decade at enhancing access to quality education for its children. UNICEF, 
for example, ranks the country’s net primary school enrollment rate of 88 percent, among the 
highest in West and Central Africa.” (Ntaryike ). Even though   some recognition is now being 
given, it is a small victory to be celebrated by Cameroonian women.  However, in the same 
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article, Ntaryike warns us not to be fool by the numbers because women still have a long way to 
go: “However, current figures display a persisting imbalance as girls continue lagging behind 
boys and observers now warn the country may well veer off the Education for All target of the 
2015 Millennium Development Goals” ( Ntaryike ). Just as men, women deserve a chance to be 
educated in a world that is changing so rapidly around them. 
 There are always going to be unanswered questions that linger in my mind. For 
example, everything in this world has to have begun somewhere. Who was the first man to begin 
the cycle of using cultural influence to make women inferior and invaluable in the societal 
hierarchy?  What era of life did this begin and why?  If women are responsible for all of the 
household duties, chores, supplies, and food preparation, why then is it they have no control in 
the economical aspect of the marriage? With the modern changes and relaxing of some cultural 
laws and rules, women should be given equal opportunities in education like men. They need to 
be educated to be productive in the society in which they are growing up and living. Women 
from past to future must have an opportunity to learn, therefore be looked at as a more valuable 
and productive part of all aspects of society. Even though the education of women is still a work 
in progress, many writers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries such as Molière, Lafayette, 
Graffigny and others, were brave enough to bring awareness to the awful condition of women 
education, which were considered taboo at the time. Because of them, the world paid attention to 
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